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GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Company Name:

Mailing Address:

Street Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

Fax Number:

Primary Contact:

A.C. Schultes of Maryland, Inc.

4732 Hwy 258 S

4732 Hwy 258 S

Kinston, North Carolina, 28504

252-520-6651

252-520-6652

John T. O’Brien





CONTRACTOR’S INFORMATION

Company Name:

Mailing Address:

Street Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

Fax Number:

Primary Contact:

Home Phone Number:

Process Control Services, Ltd.

P.O. Box 98

2200 Seaford Road

Seaford, Virginia, 23696-0098

757-898-4332

757-898-8625

Joseph J. Imburgia Jr.

757-898-6652





VENDOR’S INFORMATION

Company Name:

Mailing Address:

Street Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

Fax Number:

Primary Contact:

J.M. Process (Aquatrol Equipment)

15507 South 70th Court

15507 South 70th Court

Orland park, Illinois, 60462

(708) 429-4530

(708) 429-3092

Jim McDermott





VENDOR’S INFORMATION

Company Name:

Mailing Address:

Street Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

Fax Number:

Primary Contact:

International Power (Power Supply)

360 Bernoulli Circle

360 Bernoulli Circle

Oxnard, CA. 93030-5167

(805) 981-1188

(805) 981-1184

Customer Service





VENDOR’S INFORMATION

Company Name:

Mailing Address:

Street Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

Fax Number:

Motorola Communications and Electronics Inc. (Radio)

1301 East Algonquin Road

1301 East Algonquin Road

Schaumburg, Illinois, 60196

1-800-523-4007 (Service)

Primary Contact: Customer Service
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SAFETY

It is the policy of Process Control Services, Ltd., that no work be performed in a manner that ishazardous to personnel or equipment. The majority of accidents are caused byfatigue, using improper tools and not following procedures. The majority of injuries are caused bynot using sufficient safety precautions. Safety precautions are used to avoid conditions that areunsafe, however they can not replace common sense. Never work in conditions you feel are

Electrical Hazard Information

The amount of voltage you come in contact with is only one of the factors that determine thedegree ofshock received; voltages as low as 24VAC can cause death. Any device that maintainsan electrical potential can cause severe bums.

Those factors that determine your chance of surviving electrical shock are age, size, physicalcondition, voltage, frequency of current, body resistance, path ofcurrent flow and time of currentflow.

Your body’s reaction to current flow:

Current flow between one and six milliamps produces an uncomfortable to painful shock.Injuries and death produced from this level ofshock are usually caused by reflex actions.

Currents between six and twenty five milliamps can be deadly. The pain becomes intense andthe current may prevent you from controlling your muscies. Should this occur you may notbe able to release your hand from the current carrying device.

Currents between twenty frye and fifty milliamps cause your muscles to go into violent
contractions resulting in damage to muscles, tendons and in some cases bone structures.

Current greater than fifty milliamps can throw your heart rhythm off and stop breathingactions. If the current flow is through the chest area and lasts longer than twen.ty five
milliseconds, there is a good chance that death will occur.





GENERAL SAFETY RULES

1. Before working on equipment, inspect area and equipment, for hazardous conditions.
Examples: Wet floor, damaged insuhtion, frayed wires or improper grounding.

2. Do not wear loose clothing, ties, metal-framed glasses, wristwatches or jewelry when
working near energized circuits or rotating machinery.

3. Do not work on equipment when you are mentally or physically tired.

4.. Always wear safety glasses when working around power tools or power equipment.

5. Do not work on electrical panels during lightning storms.

6. Become familiar with and use lockout / tag out precautions when working on de-energized
equipment.

A. Once the breaker is locked or tagged out, verify that power has been disconnected
with two separate, reliable sources prior to touching circuits. Note: Multi-phase power
sources must he verified between phases as well as from each phase to ground.
B. Ensure that all capacitor banks are discharged, even ifbleeder resisters are installed.
C. Back-feeds or secondary power sources are common within control systems. Check
wires that lead to customer termination’s; find any secondary sources and use lockout / tag
out precautions prior to working on that part ofthe panel.

7. When possle work with one hand behind your back.

8. When drilling, always know what is behind the surface you are drilling.

9. When energizing motor starters for the first time always close the panel door.

10. Never connect test equipment to high voltage circuits while power is on.

11. Never work on or around electromechanical equipment while under the influence of mind
altering drugs.

No guidelines or procedures can take the place ofcoratn sense and the need for constant
vigilance. Remember that the final responsibility for safety is yours.

DONff TAKE UNNECESSARY CHANCES!
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PROCESS CONTROL SERVICES, LTD., LEMITED WARRA3FFY

Process Control Services, Ltd. wan’ants that each product(s) it manufactures and sells on the dateoforiginal shipment from the factory is free of defects in material, workmanship and desn.

THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT THE FOREGOING.THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ANY BREACH OF WARRANTY OR CLAIM IN TORTSOR CONTRACT IS AS STATED HEREINAFTER. IF THE PRODUCT(S) ARE MODIFIEDBY THE PURCHASER, OR NOT STORED, INSTALLED, OPERATED ANDMAINTAINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROCESS CONTROL SERVICES, LTD.INSTRUCTIONS, ALL WARRANTIES ARE AND VOID.

Ifwithin one (1) year from the date ofinstallation or eighteen (18) months from the date of initialshipment from Process Control Services, Ltd. whichever occurs first, the purchaser discovers thatsuch product(s) were not as warranted, and promptly returns the product freight prepaid to ProcessControl Services, Ltd., Process Control Services, Ltd. shall remedy such nonconformance (butonly if’process Control Services, Ltd., in its solejudgement, determines that such product(s) werenot as warranted) by (at Process Control Services, Ltd. option), adjustment ofthe purchase priceoffumislfing, repairing, or replacing, all or part of the product(s). The purchaser shall beresponstl for all of the expenses associated with the removal, freight and tion. ProcessControl Services, Ltd.. will not be responsible for normal wear and tear ofparts and materials orfor work done, apparatus furnished or repairs made by others.

Process Control Services, Ltd., liability to the Purchaser relating to the product(s) or servicesprovided by Process Control Services, Ltd., whether in contract or in tort, arising out ofwarranties, rtations, instruments, installations, services or defect(s) from any canse, shall belimited exclusively to adjusting the purchase price or correcting the defect(s) and under theconditions as aforesaid. Process Control Services, Ltd. shall not be liable for any special,incidental, indirect or comequential damages ofany character rcsdting in any manner from thefurnishing use, non-performance, improper performance or performance of the products,services, or both described herein.
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INTERNATIONAL

POWER
OC POWER SUPPLIES

SPECIFICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
OPEN FRAME SERIES

SERIES DESCRIPTION
The International Power open frame series are a high
reliability line of power supplies designed to operate over
the wide range of A.C. power sources found worldwide.
This feature simplifies your inventory and service
consideration by allowing the use of one standard power
supply regardless of destination.

These models are designed to meet many domestic and
European regulatory agency requirements. If" you plan to
distribute your products worldwide, obtaining necessary
agency approvals can be greatly simplified by specifying
the International Power open frame series.

FEATURES
VDE transformer consvucton
100/120/220/230-240VAC input

OVP on 5 volt outputs
+ .05% regulation

Remoe sense on most outputs

Industry standard case size

Full rated to 50C

Fokl0ac’cun’ent limit

Two hour bum-in

Two-year warranty
U.L. recognized Rle #E84242

CSA Certified File #LR52143

TUV licenses

Chassis notched for A.C. input

Input accepts.110 x .032 fast-on or
solder connection

SPECIRCATIONS
A.C. INPUT:

D.C. OUTPUT:
LINE REGULATION:
LOAD REGULATION:
TRANSIENT RESPONSE:

OUTPUT RIPPLE:

SHORT CIRCUIT AND
OVERLOAD PROTECTION:
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION:

REMOTE SENSING:

EFFICIENCY (TYPICAL):

STABILITY:

TEMPERATURE RATING:

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT:
VIBRATION:

SHOCK

EMI,’RFI:

100/120/220/230-240 VAC +10% 13%
47-63 Hz frequency range. See chassis
.A.C.. connection table forj_umperand line
fusing requirements. Derate output
current 10% for 50 Hz operation.
Tolerance for 230-240 volt operation is
+15% 10%

Adjustment range 5% minimum.
+/- .05% for a 10% line change.
+/- .05% for a load change.
Less than 50 ieconds for 50% load
change.
5 volt to 15 volt units: 5.0mV PK-PK
maximum.

24 Volt to 250 volt units: .02% PK-PK
maximum.

Aulomatic current limil/foldl:)ack.

Built-in on all 5 volt outputs. Set at 6.’+ .4
voW.
Otheroutputs useovervoltage protection
modules.
Provi(d on mos models. Open sense
teed prolection built in on most moels.
5 volt unit: 45%. 12 and 15 volt units:
55%.
24 thrOugh 2.50 volt units: 60%.
+/- .3% for 24-hour period after hour
warm up.
0"C to 50C full tared. Oeratod linearly to
40% af 70C.
.01"M"C tylcal..03M"C maximum

Per MIL-STD-810D. Method 514.3.
Category I. Procedure I.

Per MIL-STD-810D. Method 516.3.
Procedure IIL
These linear power supplies have
inheranfly low conducted and radaled
noselevels. Formoslsystemal:lon$
fl’ey wll meef fhe requremenls o! FCC
Docket 20780 lot ClassB equl:’nen! add
VDE 0871 tot Class B equqnen! wthOul
aOddonal nose hltenng

SAFETY SPECIFICATIONS
The INTERNATIONAL POWER suppltes are Cesigned to
meetorexceed requirements for the following specifications:
IEC 380, IEC 435, VDE 0730 Part 2, VDE 0804, ECMA-57,
CEE 10 Part 2P, UL 1012, CSA 22.2 No. 143, CSA22.2 No.
154. Specifically, field terminal to terminal spacing is 5.25
mm with 9.0 mm creepage to other metal, leakage current
is less than 5.0 I- and dielectric withstanding voltages are
3750 VAC input to chassis, 3750 VAC input to output and
300 VDC output to chassis.

OVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION (OVP)
An overv(-tage protection circuit, commonly referred to as
a crowbar, is used to prevent damage to voltage sensitive
loads such at TTL logic. Trip point of the OVP is usually set
at 115% 135% ofthe output ,ltage. TheOVPw;i! .hrtthe
outputterminals upon sensing afault condition. The primary
fuse of the supply will blow if the supply is not foldback
current limited. Nuisance tripping of the OVP is a common
problem. Noise from input line spikes or load noise can
cause an OVP to fire. International Power has provided
OVP noise filtering to prevent nuisancetrippingand reduced
transformer interwinding capacitance to minimize input line
susceptibility.

COMMON-MODE LATCH UP
In certain instances dual power supplies can exhibit a
problem known as common-mode latch up. This occurs
when the positive supply comes up first and forces a
reverse bias condition on the negative supply. The negative
supply latches up in a current limit condition. International
Power has incorporated a unique anti-latch circuit into
every dual power supply which will minimize this problem.

WARRANTY
International Power warrants each power supply of its
manufacture that does not perform to published
specifications, as a result of defective materials or
workmanship, for a period of two full years from the date of
original delivery.

International Powerassumes no liabilities for consequential
damages of any kind through the use or misuse of its
products by the purchaser or others. No otherobligations or
liabilities are expressed or implied.

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPAIR
Please follow this procedure when returning product for.
repair:

Contact International Power for a returned materia!
authorization (RMA) number. The RMAnumbermust appear
on all shipping documents and containers. Returns must be
freight prepaid. Returns shipped freight collect or without an
RMA will not be accepted
International Power Phone: (805) 981-1188
360 Bernoulli Circle FAX: (805) 981-1184
Oxnard. CA 93030-5167



Applications

Remote Sense

and prvOc fir a remote point )[ rcgulatum. Figttrc sho the proper
term=nation fir a power supply with rcmte sensing.

SENSE /

s.s

ou
FURE

Load lines must sized to pnt an excessive vole drop from e
output to the load. Since e point o[ regulation is at the load. the
por supply mustcom for line loses. Exceive load line Ioes
may Mfect cuent limiting, AC line dropout point and OVP matin
(if applicable).

Leads shoudl be sized to drop no more than 0.5V the less the better.
Use of a hvisted pair or shielded pair for the sense lines is recommended
for noise immunity. In problem applications, the use of a small AC
decoupling capacitor (.1 to 10# Fd) across the sense terminals is highly
recommended. In some applications there may be a tendency/’or the power
supply to oscillate due to the additional phase shift caused by the series
resistance and inductance in the load leads. The addition of capacitor Co
will reduce output impedance and provide stability. The recommended
value cCo is 100, Fd perampere or 50. Fd per foot and can be the sum of
the disbuted decoupling capacitors found in most systems. International
Power supplies have open sense lead protection on most outputs to protect
the load from an overvoltage condition if the sense leads are removed.
There is no need to strap the sense terminals to the output terminals in
the local sense mode

Overvoltage Protection (OVP)
An overvoltage protection circuit, commonly referred to as a crowbar, is
used to prevent damage to voltage sensitive loads such as TTL logic. Trip
point of the OVP is usually set at 115% 135% of the output voltage. The
OVP will short the output terminals upon sensing a fault condition.
The primaw fuse o(the supply will blow ifthe supply is not foldback current
limited. Nuisance tripping ofthe OVP is a common problem. Noise from
input line spikes or load noise can cause an OVP to fire. International
Power has provided OVP noise filtering to prevent nuisance tripping and
reduced transformer interwinding capacitance to minimize input line
susceptibility.

Common-Mode Latch UP
In certain instances dual power supplies can exhibit a problem known as
common-mode latch up. This occurs when the positive supply comes up
fi=st and forces a reverse bias condiUon on the negaUve supply. The negative
supply latches up in a current limit condition. International Power has
incopoted a unique antilatch circuit into every dual power supply which
will minimize this problem.

Grounding
Cmunding ccmsideralion in designing a power distribution s.tm are ten
overlooked but can hav a significant impact on .vcall s3m performance.
A single point system ground shuld be emplozd where possible to
eliminate gnund loops and improve regulation.

FGE

FRE

Figure2sho a simple but undeMrable onnecfion hem egulabon
at loa 2 and 3 compmgily due ledrops in the
finimeniFi3 impmconnon
tem in which gulafion is mnned at
Ioes are not cumulati

AC Connection and Fusing
The five wire input provides four voltage ranges: 100112012201230.240""
+10%, -13%. See chassis AC connection table for the jumpering
requirements. Extended low line tolerance provides additional drop out
margin in area where line voltages are marginal. Inputs must be fused.

For Use at

JUMPER

Apply A.C.

AC Input 47-63-Hz
100 120 220 23011240
VAC VAC VAC VAC
1&3 1&3 2&3 2&32&4 2&4

1&5 4&1 1&5 4&1

FIGURE 4

"’Tolerance for 230VAC operation is +15%, -10%.

Jumpering Example
Figure5is an example ofproperjumpering of the primary for 100/120 VAC
operation.

PRIMARY

J FIGURE

Warranty
International Power wan’ants each power supply of its manufacture that
does not perform to published specifications, as a result of defective
materials or workmanship, for a period of two full years from the date of
original delivery.

International Power assumes no liabilities for consequential damages of
any kind through the use or misuse of its products by the purchaser or
others. No other obligations or liabilities are expressed or implied.

Customer Service/Warranty Repair
Please fi)llow this procedure when returning product for customer se;’vice: Contact international Power I)C Power Supplies,Inc. fl)r a returned material authorization (RMA) number. The RMA number must appear on all shipping containers. Returns
must h returned freight prepaid. Returns shipped freight collect or without an RMA number will not he accepted.

Ship to: International Power.
;(;() Ik’rnulh CJrck. t)x,,rd. LA 9;t)3(I-5167 (8(}5t 9/1-11, FAX (,t}5) 9,1-11S4 (,()(}) 45-5386



Outline and Mounting Drawin 
A Case

Overall Size: 375" 300" x 220"
Overa, S,ze ts" 3 oo"

ILl]

Places)

Max

ACtor’ B .4 11

C 3.75 95.25

E 3.00 76.20
--l;-G’’ F 2.500 63.50-- G .250 6.35

!.o oil_ .j_ . ,.25 31.75
.350 8.89

M ---" .oo 12.7o

B Case
Overall Size: 4.87" x 400" x 2 10"
123.70mm x I01.60mm 53.34mm

Weight 2 Ibs

FUSE AT." 0.510.25 AMPS FOR 100-1201220-240 VAC

INCH mm
A 4.00 101.60
B 3.375 85.73
C 4.87 123.70
D 4.125 104.78
E 0.50 12.70
F 1.62 41.15
G 0.75 19.05
H 0.450 11.43
J .0.38 9.65
K 0.57 14.48
L 2.60 .04
M 0.794 20.17

C Case
Overall Size: 5.62" x 4.87" x 2.95"
142.75mm x 123.70mm x 74.93mm

Weight 4 Ibs.

A 4.87 123.70

LF
B 4.125 104.78
C 0.25 6.35

M D 5.62 142.75

1 E 4.875 123.,
F 0. 12.70

H 1.2 31.75.aa o. MG. HOLES(=) J 0.75 19.05
K 0.4 1.
L 2. 72.39
M .5 26.

FUSE A 1.0105 AMPS FOR1112VAC N 0.5 16.89

D Case
Overall Size: 9.00" x 4.87" x 3.28"
228.60mm x 123.70mm x 83.83mm

Weight 7.5 Ibs.-lITe 2o

A 9.00 228.60
Lc *CT OVOT) OCOUT,Ur B 8.000 203.20

C 0.50 12.70

l___i 0 4.87 123.70
E 4.125 104.78
F 1.250 31.75
G 2.75 69.85L I MTG..OLeS (1,.) H 0.75 19.05
J 0.450 11.43

FUSE AT." 2.011.0 AMPS FOR 100-1201220-240 VAC

N Case
Overall Size: 7.00" x 4.87" x 3.20"
177.80mm x 123.70mm x 81.28mm

Weight 6 Ibs.

I--E OYP (OPT)

FUSE AT 2 011 0 AMPS FOR 100-120/220-240 VAC

M INCH mm
A 7.00 177.80
B 6.250 158.75
C 4.87 123.70

,-,-i I-- D .125 1o478
E 0.50 12 70
F 1.250 31.75
G 0.75 19.05
H 0.450 11 43
J 2.75 69.85
K 0.38 635
L 0 640 1626
M 3345 84 96
N 00 25 40

E Case
Overall Size: 14.00" x 4.87" x 3.53"
355.60mm x 123.70mm x 89.66mm

Weight 10 Ibs.

FUSE AT 30/I 5 AMPS FOR I00-1201220-240 VAC

INCH mm
A 14.00 355 60

B 13.000 330.20

C 4.87 123.70

D 4125 104 78

E 0 50 12.70
F 1.250 31 75

G 0.75 9 05
H 0 650 1651
J 2 75 69.85



Outline and Mounting Drawings

F Case
Overall Size: 16.75" 5 50" 4 88"

Welghl 19 Ib$.

INCH mm
A 16.75 425.45
8 16.00 406,40

C 4.88 123.95
O 4.125 104.80
E 0.375 9.53
F 5.00 127.00
G 2.50 63.50
H 1.50 36.10
J 3.50 88.90
K 2.50 63.50

AA
Overall Size: 6.50" 4 00" x 2.
165.10mm x 101.60mm x 53,34rT

FUSE AT." 0.5/0.25 AMPS FOR 100-1201220-240 VAC

Weighl 2 Ibs.

INCH mm
A 4.00 101.60
B 3.375 85.73
C 6.50 165.10
D 5.750 146.05
E 0.75 19.05
F 0.450 11.43
G 1.62 41.15
H 0.25 6.35
J 0.50 12.70
K 0.955 24.26
L 2.37 60.20
M 0.57 14.48

FUSE AT." 1.010.5 AMPS FOR 100"1201220-240 VAC

BB Case
Overall Size: ZOO" x 4.88" x 2.95"
177.80mm x 123.95mm x 74.93mm

Weight 4 Ibs.

INCH mm
A 4.87 123.70
B 4.125 104.78
C 0.25 6.35
D 7.0O 177.80
E 6.250 158.75
F 0.50 12.70
G 1.250 31.75
H 2.50 63.50
J 0.75 19.05
K 0.450 11.43
L 0.665 16.89
M 1.025 26.03
N 2.85 72.39

CC Case
Overall Size: 9.38" x 4.87" x 3.28"
238.25mm x 123.70mm x 83.31mm

Weight 7 Ibs.

Pu’r
A 9.38 238.25
B 8.375 212.73
c o., ,,.,o
I 4.87 123.70
E 4.125 104.78

--o F 1.250 31.75
LH ,188 MTG. HOLES {16PL)- G 2.75 69.85

H 0.75 19.05
J 0.450 11.43

FUSE AT." 2.011.0 AMPS FOR 100-120/220-240 VAC
HCC512:3.011.5 AMPS FOR 100-1201220-240 VAC

t/DC OUTPUT

-AC INPUT "OVP (OPT)

BAA Case
Overall Size: 10.25" x 4,00" x 2.95"
260.35mm x 101.60mm x 74.93mm

Weight 5 Ibs.

G.M. INCH mm
A 10.25 260.35
B 9.250 234.95
C 0.50 1270
D 4.00 101.60
E 3,375 85.73
F 0.37 9,40

G 1,250 31 75
H 0 75 19 05
J 0 450 43
K 250 63 50

FUSE AT: 1.010.5 AMPS FOR I00-1201220.240 VAC

CBB Case
Overall Size: 11.00" x 4.87" x 3.28"
279.40mm x 123.70mm x 83.31mm

c OUTPUT Weight 8 Ibs.
/ \\

!1I
11. 279.40

B 750 .
O 4 87 123.70

]Jo E 4125 1.78I[ F 0. , 70
G 1250 31 75

LH H 0.75 19 05
J 4, 1 43
K 2 75 69 85

FUSE AT 2011 0 AMPS FOR 100-1201220-240 VAC
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Welcome to the Radius mobile family! Your choice of a Radius mobile me:ins you have selectedthe highest of standards in design, quality, antiperfirmance. This manual is designed {o acquaintyou with all the features, care, and installation of the Radius mobile to better serve all your com-munication needs.

Radius Mobile Features

The following features are standard in all model;

* Synthesized, Wide-Band Operation
* Multiple Coded Squelch (Private Line and Digital Private Line) Capability* Operator Selectable Channel Scan
* Field Programming Capability at Dealer
* Mil-Spec 810 C D and E Performance
" Radius l-li,-, Performance Compact Microphone with Hardware* Non-Locking Trunnion with Hardware
* 10 Ft. Power Cable
* 12 V DC Negative Ground
* 3 Watt Internal Speaker
* Rotary Volume Control
* Time-Out Timer
* On-Hook Monitor Capability
* Mini-UHF Antenna Connector
* Operator’s Card and Owner’s Manual

Radio Self-Check

Every time the radio is turned on, it performs a functional self-check and if necessary, wilt sounda 5 second warning tone instead Ofthe chirp tone normally heard at power-up. This is an indicationthat the radio is no longer operating at the exact parameters set in the factory or field and should beserviced immediately.

Service

Because this unit contains a radio transmitter, most local governments prohibit anyone from mak-ing any internal adjustments to the transmitter unless specifically licensed to do so by governmentregulations. If your radio fails to operate or any operational difficulties should arise, contact yourlocal Motorola Radius dealer.

Proper repair and maintenance procedures will assure efficient operation and long life for thisradio.





i)EAI.ER i’R()(;RAMMAi|LE FEATURES

Field Programming Capabilities

The Radius GM300 mobile uses non-volatile memory to store customer unique information. If afrequency, squelch code or channel-slaved scan list needs to be changed, it can be done at a servicelocation with Radio Service Software (RSS). The time-out timer can be disabled or changed to anyduration from to 255 seconds. The default setting is 60 seconds. It is not necessary to open theradio for reprogramming.

Scanning radios can also be programmed to enable Talk-back Scan or ihe Priority Sample Rate canbe changed. Finally, 16 channel radios are provided with RapidCall Signalling and ExpandedAccessory Connector and can be programmed to include a wide variety of features and accessories.

RapidCall Signalling

16 Channel GM300 mobiles are available with RapidCall, ; selective signalling package. Radioscan be programmed with an impressive variety of features to improve your efficiency as radiousers. These features include: Push-to-Talk Identification (P’Iq’-ID), Emergency, Call Alert, Horn/Lights, Voice Selective Call, and Radio Check.

RapidCall mobiles can be made capable of sending a unit ID or Emergency Alert to a control unitor receiving a Call Alert, Horn/Lights, Voice Selective Call or Radio Check from a control unit.

Mobile radios can also be made capable of the control unit functions: receiving and displaying theincoming ID or Emergency and sending a Call Alert, Horn/Lights, Voice Selective Call or RadioCheck.

In addition, RapidCall mobiles have an expanded accessory connector, providing greater flexibilityin adding external hardware such as Public Address. Ask your Radius Representative for moreinformation.

Time-Out Timer

All models have a Time-Out Timer (TOT) that will terminate your transmission ifyou hold the PTTbutton down for 60 seconds. To warn the user, an alert tone will sound from the speaker about 4seconds before the transmission is cut. The Time-Out Timercan be disabled orchanged in duration.See your local dealer for more details.





ACCESSORIES

Radius offers several accessories to increase communications efficiency. Many of the accessoriesavailable are listed below, but for a complem list, consuR your Radius dealer.

Antennas:
HAD4006_R
HAD4007_R
HAD4008_R
HAD4009_R
HAD4014_R
HAE4003_R
HAE4004_R
HAE4002_R
HAE4010_R
HAE401 I_R
HAE4012_R
HAE4013_R
HAE4019_R

VHF 136-144 MHz, 1/4 wave roof mount.
VHF 146-150.8 MHz, 1/4 wave roof mount
VHF 150.8-162 MHz, 1/4 wave roof mount
VHF 162-174 MHz, 1/4 wave roof mount
VHF 146-172
UHF 450-470
UHF 470-512
UHF 403-430
UHF 406-420
UHF 450-470

MHz, 3dB gain roof mount
MHz, I/4 wave roof mount
MHz, I/4 wave roof mount
MHz, 1/4 wave roof mount
MHz, 3.5dB gain roof mount
MHz, 3.5 dB gain roof mount

UH.F 470-512 MHz, 3.5dB gain roof mount
UHF 494-512MHz, 3.5dB gain roof mount
UHF 450-470 MHz, 3.5 dB gain roof mount

Microphones:
HMN3596_R
HMN 1035_R
HMN1037_R
TDN8305_R
TMN6169_R
HMN3141_R
HLN9559_R
HLN9560_R
HLN9073_R

Compact Palm Microphone with 7 foot cord
Heavy Duty Palm Microphone with 10.5 ft. cord
Touch-code Microphone with hang-up clip
Touch-code Mic. with backlit keypad & hang-up clip
Touch-code Mic. with memory dial, backlit keypad & hang-up clip
Handset with hang-up cup
7 foot coil cord for Compact and Heavy Duty Microphones
10.5 foot extended coil cord for Compact and Heavy Duty Microphones
Microphone hang-up clip (all microphones)

Installation
HLN9284_R
HLN5189_R
HZ,N5226_R
HLN9450_R
HLN9404_R
HKN4137_R
HLN5282_R
HKN9557_R
I-[LNS027_R
HLN8097_R

Accessories:
Key lock mount

Non-locking bracket
Extra stability mount (use with HLN5189)
45 60 degree floor mount wedge (requires HLN9404)
Sleeve mounting bracket
VHF/UHF/800 MHz low power cable
Mini-U connector (all bands)
PL259/Mini-U antenna adapter 8 inch cable
Mini UHF to BNC antenna adapter
Removable slide mount tray package
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ACCESSORIES
ilLNS098_R

.NSO99_R
IIN8143_R
HLN8144_R
HLN8413_R

(cont’dl

Radio slide mount tray
Vehicle slide mount tray
Remote mount kit (17 I"T. length)
Remote mount kit (8 FT. length)
Slide mount tray bracket

Control Station
HMNI038_R
HPN 1007_R
HKN4139_R
HKN9455_R
HLN5292_R
HPN4001_R

Accessories:
Desk Microphone-
Power supply (I0 and 25 watt models)
Low power control station power cable (VHF/UHF/800 MHz)
High power control station power cable
Base tray for control station
Po.wer supply and cable (35, 40, 45, and 60 watt models)

Accessories / Kits Interfacing with the 16 Pin Connector:
HKN9327_R Ignition switch cable
HSN8145_R
HKN9969_R

HLN3333_R

tN9457_R
fDN8300

TDN8301

Manuals:
68809027_.09
6880902Z26
6880902Z32
6880902Z41
6880902Z42
68809022,43
TDN8198
TDN8448
TDN8449

7.5 Watt external speaker for receiver audio
Accessory for repeater interface communications kit-additional 3 foot,
16 conductor cable for connection to other accessories
Repeater interface communications kit- includes interface box,
mounting bracket, and two 16 conductor cables
Hardware kit-includes 16 conn. pins, (9) 8" wires with pins & extra housingDC Remote adapter and service manual 2 channel operation
(order desktop controller separately)
Tone remote adapter and service manual 2 channel operation
(order desktop controller separately)

Owner’s manual
Operator’s card 8 channel radios
Service manual
Operator’s card 16 channel radios
16 Channel rapid call
DTMF Manual
i50X Radio-Telephone interconnect service manual
DC Remote adapter manual
Tone remote adnrer mzntlal





Operating Instructions for the Motorola
Radius(R) GM300 Conventional FM Radio

8 Channel Model
ON/OFF CHANNEL MONITOR TR,I.ST/BUS
VOLUME UP LED SCAN

LEO LEO

MICROPHONE
CONNECTOR CHANNEL MONITOR

DOWN SCAN SPEAKER
SELECT

To turn the radio on
Turn the ON/OFF VOLUME knob to the right until it clicks. The LED lights willshow the last status of the radio and a start-up tone will be heard.

To receive
Set the volume by turning the ON/OFF VOLUME knob clockwise.

Select the channel by pressing the UP/DOWN button (/(]. An exiended press willscroll through the channels.

To monitor a channel, press the MONITOR button [ ) ] or take the microphone offhook. When in the monitor mode, the amber MONITOR LED will light steadily.
To unsquelch the radio, press and hold the the MONITOR button [ )] for 2 seconds.
To leave the unsquelched mode, press the MONITOR button [ ) ] again. This willreturn the radio to the coded squelch (PL/DPL) mode.

A short beep tone will be heard whenever a valid keypress is made.
To transmit
When the channel is clear, press and hold down the Push-to-Talk (PTr) button on theside of the microphone and speak slowly and clearly. The TRANSMIT/BUSY LEDwill remain red until the PTI’ button is released to indicate that you are "on-the-air".
The red.TRANSMIT/BUSY LED will flash whenever there is another carrier on theselected channel.

NOTE: The radio has a Time-Out Timer that will terminate your transmission if youhold down the PTT button for over 60 seconds. When this occurs, an alert
tone sounds about 4 seconds before the transmission is cut. To resume
transmitting release the FTT and push again.





(’h:mnel Nc:tn
The , channel (.;M300 mobtle may have a single user scan list which cm be
,rammcd from the front panel.

turn scan on or off
Press the SCAN button ( ].
on-hook.

The radio will only scan when the microphone is

The green scan LED will turn on and display segments will light to indicate that scan is

functional.
User Scan Priority User Scan

When an active channel is detected, the channel number will be displayed and you will
hear the call. To leave scan, press the SCAN button ( ].

To delete a nuisance channel
While receiving an undesired transmission, hold down the SELECT button [ (] for
two seconds and the nuisance channel will be temporary deleted (until scan is exited or
the radio is turned off). Priority channels and the home channel cannot be deleted.

To respond to scanned channel activity
When the microphone is lifted off-hook, the radio will suspend scanning and return to

channel displayed before entelfing scan. If you wish to transmit on another channel,
;: the UP/DOWN buttoh [[1 ] to reach the desired channel. Scan will resume

,ter replacing the microphone on-hook.

To create or modify the user list
Hold the SCAN button [ ( ] for 2 seconds until you hear a second chirp tone and the
channel number flashes. The displayed channel can be added or deleted, from the user
scan list by pressing the SELECT button [ (].
A vertical segment in the upper left comer of the display will light
and flash alternating with the channel number to indicate that the
flashing channel has been added to the scan list. The segment will
disappear when the channel is deleted.

Use the UP/DOWN and SELECT buttons
channels in the user list.

[ [J, {)1 to add or delete other desired

To select priorities for the user list
Go to the desired channel and hold the SELECT button ()] down for two seconds.
The scar/LED will flash to indicate that this is the first priority channel. Repeat the
process to select a second priority channel. Priority Two will be indicated by a steady
light on the scan LED.

The Priority One channel must be programmed f’trst, followed by the Priority Two
tnnel. Deleting either priority chann:! will delete both channels simultaneously.
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()perating Instructions for the Motorola
Radius(R) GM300 Conventional FM Radio

16 Channel Model
ON/OFF CHANNEL MONITOR TRAN..,IT/BUSy
VOLUME UP LED LED

c.,.
o oo o o o

MICROE
M

SELEC SPKEa

To lurg the radio on
Tu the ON/OFF VOLUME ob to the right until it clicks. The LED lights willshow the last status of the radio d a stt-up tone will be hed.
To receive
Set the volume by turning the ON/OFF VOLUME knob clkwise.
S1 the chaaael by pressing the UP/WN button. [ @] An extended presswill soll tough the chnels.
To monitor a chnel, press e MOTOR button. [ ] or te the microphone offhook. When in e monitor mode, e ber MOTOR LED will light steadily.
To unsquelch e radio, press d hold ee MONOR button ] for 2 son.
To leave e uqulch me, pros eMONOR button [ agn. This willreturn the radio to c squelch (PLPL) me.
A short bp tone 11 hed whenever a keress is made.
To tra,sit
When the channel is cle, press d hold down the sh-to-Ta () butn on theside of the miophone d spe slowly d clely. eANSMITUSY LEDwill remain red until $ buttoa is rel to indicate at you "on-the-ak".
TherTRANSMUSy LED will flh whenever there is anoer cier on eselt channel.

NOTE: The radio has a Time-Out Timer that will terminate your smission if youhold down the button for over 60 sends. When is curs, an Merttone soun about 4 sondsbeore the smission is ct. To resumetransmitting rele the and push agn.





(’hannl Scan
Fhc 16 channel (IMj(X)mobile may have a pcProBrmmed scan lit for ech activechannel and a ’;ingle user scan list which can Ix: programmed from the front panel.
o turn scan on or off
Press the SCAN button ( 1. The radio will only scan when the microphone ison

Green display segments will light to indicate that scan is functional. Use the SELECTbutton () to advance through the various scan types:
Se,,n User San Priority User S,.n Priority Scan

User Use UseJ User

NOTE: The first and last displays apply to the preprogrammed scan lists and will bethe only types of scan available until a user list is programmed.

When an active channel is detected, the channel number will be displayed and you willhear the call. To leave scan, press the SCAN button ( ].
To respond to scanned channel activity
When the microphone is lifted off-hook, the radio will suspend scanning and return tothe channel displayed before entering scan. If you wish to ansmit on another channel,press the UP/DOWN button 17 I/1] to reach the desired channel. Scan will resumeafter replacing the microphone on-hook.

o delete a nuisance channel
While receiving an undesired transmission, hold down the SELECT button [ (] fortwo seconds and the nuisance channel will be temporary deleted (until scan is exited orthe radio is turned off). Priority channels and the home channel cannot be deleted.
To create or modify the user list
Hold the SCAN button [ ] for 2 seconds until you hear a second chirp tone and thechannel number flashels. The displayed channel can be added or deleted from the userscan list by pressing the SELECT button [ ].
A vertical segment in the upper left corner of the display will lightand flash alternating with the channel number to indicate that theflashing channel has been added to the scan list. The segment willdisappear when the channel is deleted.

Use "the UP/DOWN and SELECT buttons [ i/l i)] to add or delete other desiredchannels in the user list.

To select priorities for the user list
Go to the desired channel and hold the SELECT button down for two seconds.The scan LED will flash to indicate that this is the first priority channel. Repeat theprocess to select a second priority channel. Priority Two will be indicated by a steadylight on the scan LED.

ae Priority One channel must be programmed first, followed by the Priority Twochannel. Deleting either priority channel will delete both channels simultaneously.





()perating Instructions for the Motorola
Radius RapidCail GM300 Mobile Radios

16 Channel Models
Mobile (Field Unit) Selective Signalling

mon n !

(R)@(R)
The Monitor LED lights steady in normal operation to indicate monitor mode.To indicate an incoming selective call, the Monitor LED will flash and the displaywill show the appropriate letter abbreviations.

Receiving a Voice Selective Call

When a Voice Selective Call is received a one-time 2 beep aiert tone wiii sould, meamber Monitor LED will flash and the display will show "SC’.

The radio will unmute and a voice message will follow. After the transmission is
completed, the radio returns to normal operation.

Receiving a Call Alert

When a Call Alert is received the amber Monitor LED will flash and a series of 4 alerttones will sound. The display will show "CA’. Depending on the signalling formatused, a voice message may follow.

A Call Alert "leaves a message" for the mobile operator. The Monitor LED will
continue to flash, the "CA" will remain on the display and the alert tones will repeatevery 10 seconds until the PTT or any other button is pressed. The radio will then
return to normal operation.

Receiving an External Alarm (Horn or Lights)

The External Alarm or Horn or Lights function requires an alarm relay cable. To enable
coming Call Alert to turn on the horn and/or lights, press the SELECT button] and the display will show HL’. The duration of the external- alarm is 6seconds.

There will be a slight delay before the horn or lights relay is closed. An operator in ornear the vehicle who sees or hears the Call Alert indication will have the opportunity toturn off the External Alarm before it sounds. This is done by pressing any button ortaking the microphone off-hook.
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Mobile (Field Unit) Selective Signalling

Sending an Identification Number

Every time the Push-to-Talk key is pressed, the radio automatically transmits a unit
identification (ID) number. While holding the key, a tone may be heard while the
unit ID number is being sent out. Do not begin talking until the tone is over.

Sending an Emergency Alarm

Emergency alarm requires the press of an external footswitch or pushbutton to send the
emergency call.

If programmed for STANDARD EMERGENCY, the following will occur:

The operator will hear a single alert tone when the Emergency is sent
by the radio and the transmit LED will light.

The letters "EE" will appear on the display.

Five alert tones w-ill sound to indicate the Control unit has received and
acknowledged the Emergency. The "EE" will then disappear from the display.

Messages will be heard over the radio’s speaker during the Emergency.

Monitor and Busy LED’s will function normally during the Emergency.

The only way to cancel the emergency is by pressing Push-to-Talk.
No other button press will function normally except Monitor.

If programmed for EMERGENCY REVERT, the radio will automatically change
(revert) to an emergency channel to send the call. The channel display will show the
emergency channel after the "EE" clears.

If programmed for SILENT EMERGENCY, there will be no audio or visual indication
that the emergency call was sent and the radio will remain muted. The operator must
press Push-to-Talk to initiate a voice message and begin receiving again.

Signalling and Channel Scan

Signalling and scan are compatible. However, during scan operation, a selective call on
a particular channel could be missed since the radio may not be checking that channel
when the selective call is sent.

It is recommended that priority scan is selected and the signalling channel be designateda priority channel to improve the likelihood that the selective call will be received.
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Control llnit Selective SignallinR

@@(R)
Display of Incoming Identification Numbers

Whenever an operator in the system presses the Push-to-Talk (P’ffF) key, the unit
identification number (ID) will be shown on the display for 10 seconds or less if another
incoming ID is received.

Activating the Call List for Sending Selective Messages

Pressing the SELECT button will activate the Call List. The most recently used ID
number and the call letters will alternately be displayed. The following call letters may
be displayed when using a call list.

SC Voice Selective Call: Call a particular unit or group with a voice message.
CA Call Alert: Select a unit or group and leave a "call-back" indicator.
CH Radio Check: Check to see if a unit is turned on and within range.

These letters will alternate on the display with the unit or group ID number.

Choosing Call List Letters and ID Numbers

Each press of the SELECT button [ ] causes the display to move down the list of call
letters which have been programmed in the unit.

Pressing the UP/DOWN buttons [ 11] will change the IT) numbers. All Call List ID
numbers will be displayed with each set of call letters. However, some ID’s may not be
compatible with certain call types. For example, a group ID cannot be Radio Checked.
In such cases, pressing PIT will result in a low pitched tone to indicate that the function
is not available.





(.’onlrol Unit elective inallin
%ending a inalling Message

()ncc the desired call letters and 11) numbers have bccn selected, pressing PTF will
send the message. The display will revert to the preprogrammed transmit channel to
send the signalling message and the channel will be briefly displayed while the
message is being transmitted.

Receiving an Acknowledgement

Depending on the signaling format used, the sending radio may look for an
acknowledgement from the receiving unit on Call Alert and Radio Check calls.

The sending radio will show an "A" and 4 alert toneswill sound if the target tnit
received and acknowledged the call. If no acknowledge is received, the sending unit
will make another 4 tries. If unsuccessful, a "-A" will be displayed and a low pitched
tone will sound to indicate no acknowledge.

Exiting the Call List

The SELECT button ( is used to exit the signalling call list. Repeated pressing of
the Select button takes one through the sequence of call letters to the channel display
for normal operations.

Receiving an Emergency Alarm

When an emergency alarm is received by the control unit, an alert tone will sound..The
display willternate "EE" and the ID number of the radio sending the emergency.

Five different emergency ID’s can be queued. However, the first ID to be received will
be displayed until it is cleared. Then the next ID in the queue will be displayed until
each has been displayed and cleared. Press the to respond to the emergency alert.

If the sending radio has been programmed for silent emergency it will remain muted
and no messages will be heard. However, other radios using the channel will receive
transmissions.

Clearing an Emergency Alarm

To prevent accidentally losing an incoming emergency, the clearing of an emergency.
alarm has been designed as a two step process. First the alert tone must be cleared by
any button press on the radio.

The second step requires the use of an external pushbutton or footswitch. Only a press
of the external switch will clear the Emergency display.
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(;M300 ANI Phone Access ()perating Instructions

r-i /-i r-I

Radio is in normal operating mode.

Check the Busy LED to be sure the channel is free
before pressing the Select button. See Note 1.

Press the Select button ( !. The DTMF access
code will automatically be transmitted and "PH"
will appear on the display.. See Note 2.

A call can be manually dialed using the standard
Touch Code microphone. The radio will be in
carrier squelch mode.

Press Select after the call is completed to send the
deaccess comte. The radio returns to normal
operating mode and its prior monitor or coded
squelch state. See Note 3.

Note 1. If you press the Select button ( when the channel is busy you will hear a low
pitched tone. The radio will revert to monitor mode so you can listen for a free channel.
Press the Select button again to send the Access code.

Note 2. If the patch missed the Access code when it was sent, the user would have to press
Select twice to reaccess the patch: once to deaccess and again to access. The same case is
true for Deaccess.

Note 3: If the radio reverted to monitor mode because of a busy channel before Access, it
will return to monitor after Deaccess. Otherwise the radio will return to coded squelch.

l I ,,,
mon Icon l

123

Phone Memory List

Up to 14 telephone numbers can be programmed
by the dealer. One or two digit identifiers will
then be used to represent these phone numbers.

Press the Select button ( ] to enter Phone mode.
Select the Phone Memory List by using the
Up/Down arrow buttons [ llll] The first press
of the Up/Down button will 7.all the last phone
number dialed. (This is not saved if the radio has
been turned off.)

Subsequent or extended presses of the Up/Down
buttons 1111 will step through the list.

Press PTT to send a call to the selected number
from the list. Radio reverts back to Phone mode
after memory dialing is complete.
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LICENSIN(; ANI) SAFETY INFORMATION

"our Radius radio operates on FM radio communication frequencies and is subject to the Rules and.,egulatiofis of the Local Communications Governing Agencies. These agencies may require thatall operators using Private Land Mobile or General Mobile Radio frequencies obtain a radio licensebefore operating their equipment. The operator receives a license for use of the radio equipmentunder a specific eligibility and on a particular frequency or set of frequencies. To determine eligi-bility for use of Private Land Mobile Service frequencies contactyour local communications gov-erning agency. They will be able to supply information required to properly obtain and completethe license application form.

Agency addresses for several countries are listed below:

In the United States contact:

Federal Communications Commission
Equipment Approval Services
P.O. Box 358315
Pittsburgh, PA 15251-5315
Tel (301) 725-1585

In Canada contact:

Head Equipment Approval Unit
Department of Communications
1241 Clyde Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario K2C- 1 Y3
Canada
Tel (613) 998-5968

In the United Kingdom contact

Radio communications Agency
P.O. Box 20
London
SE1 8TZ
Tel 71 215 2152

In Mexico contact_:

Sccretaxia De Comunicacioncs Y Trangpones
Direccion General De Politicas
Y Normas De Comunicaciones
Av. Eugenia No. 197-5o..Piso
Mexico, D.F. 06700
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Singapore contact

Telecommunications Authority of Singapore
3rd Storey Comcenter
31 Exeter Road
Singapore, 0923
Singapore

In JaDan contact:

Communications Research Laboratory
Ministry of Posts & Telecommunications
MKK Building
7-2, 5-chome
Yashio, Shinagawaku
Tokyo, 140 Japan

In Hong Kong contac|;

Hong Kong Telecommunications Authority
Telecommunications Branch
Post Office, Hong Kong
6/1:: Sincere Building
173 Des Voeux Road Central
Hong Kong





SA I"ET’f NI.XNI)ARD

The FCC, with ts action in General Docket 7t; 144, March 13, 1986, has adopted a safety standard
::)r human exposure to radio frequency electromagnetic energy emitted by FCC regulated equip-
ment. Motorola subscribes to the same safety standard for the use of its products. Proper use of
this radio will result in exposure below government limits.

The following precautions are recommended:

* DO NOT operate the transmitter of a mobile radio when someone outside the vehicle is within
two feet (0.6 meter) of the antenna.

* DO NOT operate the transmitter of a fixed radio (base station, microwave, the rural telephoneRF equipment) or marine radio when someone is within two feet (0.6 meter) of the antenna.

* DO NOT operate the transmitter of any radio unless all RF connectors are secure and any openconnectors are properly terminated.

* DO NOT operate the equipment near electrical blasting caps or in an explosive atmosphere.

* All equipment must be properly grounded according to Motorola installation instructions for safeoperation.

* All equipment should be serviced only by a qualified technician.
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,.x I"EI+Y {;tJlI+I’I.INE+

INSTAI+I+ATI()N SAFETY +VARNIN(

Consider the .+cupants’ safety when you cho)sc a hation for the radio. Do not mount the rattu+
overhead or on a side wall unless yoti take special precautions.

If someone were to remove the radio and fail to replace it properly, road shock could bump the
radio loose, and the falling radio could, in some circumstances, cause serious injury to the driveror a passenger. In a crash, ev, ,.r, ,"’’" in,ta!’,,, , +:’ ",ld break lo,+c and be,.o:c
a dangerous projectil.e.

If you must mount the radio overhead or on a side wall, give it the added protection of a retainingstrap.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY WARNINGS

WARNING
For vehicles equipped with electronic anti-skid systems, see "ANTI-SKID BRAKING PRECAU-TIONS" Publication, Motorola Number 68P81109E34.

WARNING
For vehicles equipped with electronic ignition systems, check the service manual for warningsabout the use of two-way radio equipment in the vehicle.

WARNING
It is mandatory that radio installations in vehicles fueled by liquefied petroleum gas conform to thefollowing standard:

National Fire Protecticn Association standard NFPA 58 applies to radio installations in vehiclesfueled by liquefied petroleum (LP) gas with LP gas container in the trunk or other sealed-off spacewithin the interior of the vehicles. This standard requires that:
1. Any space containing radio equipment shall be isolated by a seal from the space in which theLP-gas container and its fittings are located.
2. Remote (outside) fitting connections shall be used.
3. The container space shall be vented to the outside.
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CAIJFii)N

INSTALLATION OFANTENNAS WITtl MOBILE RADIO EQUIPMENT WITtl TRANS-MITTER POWER IN EXCESS OF 7 WATTS

NOTE: For low power mobile radios (7 watts or less), there are no antenna type or installationrestrictions.

Non-Metallic Body Vehicles In nori-metallic body vehicles with transmitters at any frequencyhaving a power output in excess of 7 watts, do not install any type of antenna closer than 2 feet indistance from any occupant of the vehicle. Failure to follow this procedure may result in the expo-sure of the vehicle occupants to radio frequency energy levels higher than recommended by theAmerican National Standards Institute (ANSI).

Metal Body Vehicles In metal body vehicles with transmitters at any frequency having a poweroutput in excess of 7 watts, it is mandatory that when using a glass mount antenna the installationinstructions covering the location of the antenna at the top of the front or rear window and the cablerouting by followed exactly as described. Failure to follow this procedure may result in the expo-sure of the vehicle occupants to radio frequency energy exposure levels higher than recommendedby the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).

For other antenna types follow the existing installation instructions. The best location for theantenna is at the center of vehicle roof. A good alternate location is at the center of the trunk lid.
IMPORTANT. If installations different from these recommendations have already taken place,immediately notify your local Service Representative so that appropriate corrective action can betaken.

CAUTION
UNSAFE USE OF CONVERTED MOBILE EQUIPMENT FOR PORTABLE APPLICA-TIONS

Motorola two=way radio products which have been designed for mobile operation should not beused as battery operated portable units, in such use there is the danger that the user or otherpersonswill be exposed to excessive radio frequency energy levels. This warning applies to all two-wayradio equipment radiating in excess of seven (7) watts RF power. Motorola strongly recommendsthat any product which converts high power equipment for portable operation not to be used.
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INS’I’AI+I+ATI()N PI+ANNIN(; AND PR()CEDIJRF.,’,;

Pc.sling and Maintenance

Your radio is completely adjusted, tested, and inspected before shipment, l-lowever, local govern-
mental regulations may state that a station license be obtained for each radio installation (mobile
or base) by the owner of the equipment. The station licensee is responsible for ensuring the trans-
mitter power, frequency, and deviation are within the limits permitted under the station license.

No technician’s license is required for installing anu maint-tning rat:io equipment. Fiowever, the
frequency and deviation of the transmitter must be checked on installation and at least once yearly.

Power Protection Circuitry

The Radius mobile you are installing has been tested for proper transmitter power output before
leaving the factory. Each radi6 is set to the proper output power level while connected to an accu-
rate 50 ohm load impedance. Once the power level has been set, the internal power control/pro-tection circuitry will reduce the power output whenever it senses a load impedance significantlydifferent from 50 ohms. This protection circuitry significantly enhances the radio’s reliability withminimal performance degradation.

If you check transmitter output power levels during installation, be sure you are using a good 50ohm load, with a minimum ofadapters and using short test cables. Any load variation from 50 ohmmay cause an apparent reduction in output power due to the normal operation of the control/pro-tection circuitry. If power seems to be unusually low (greater than can be explained by the normalcalibration differences you experience), check your test set-up. If power output goes up as you,limprove t.he quality of the load impedance (be sure to de-key when making any changes in load),)’the control/protection circuitry is performing normally.

Typical mismatches in the load impedance (greater than 1.2:1 VSWR) may result in a 10-20% vari-ation in the actual measure power output. Within these limits, the radio operates normally and youshould not attempt to service it.

Installation Planning Mobile Radios

Planning is the key to. fast, easy radio installation. Before a hole is drilled or a wire is run, inspectthe vehicle and determine how and where you intend to mount the antenna, radio, and accessories.Plan wire and cable runs to provide maximum protection from pinching, crushing, and overheating.
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in.st:Jllalion Plannin Base/Control Nlations

l"he bae/control station option provides the radio wth a desk microphone and power supply forase at a fixed location. All operations arc the same a’ the mobile, except f’or the desk microphone.

Choose a location for your base/control station as close as possible to where the antenna cableenters the building. Be sure 117V AC, 60 Hz power is available. Make sure sufficient air can flowaround the radio to permit adequate cooling.

Recommended Tools for Installation

The following tools are recommended for proper installation of )’our new radio:

* Portable Drill
* Hammer
* Center Punch
* 5/16" Hex Nut Driver
* 1/4" Hex Nut Driver
* Phillips #1 Screwdriver
* Phillips #2 Screwdriver
* 3/16" Blade Screwdriver
* 3/8" Diameter Drill Bit
* 5/16" Diameter Drill Bit
* 5/32" Diameter Drill Bit

,ntenna Mounting

The best mounting location for the antenna is in the center of a large, flat conductive surface. Inalmost all vehicles, these requirements are best satisfied by mounting the antenna at the center ofthe roof. Some vehicles have a .arge trunk lid that provides a good antenna location. If the trunklid is used, connect grounding straps between the trunk lid and vehicle chassis to insure the trunklid is a chassis ground. See the instruction manual supplied with the antenna for complete instal-lation information.

RADIO MOUNTING

Non-Locking Trunnion

The standard non-locking trunnion allows the radio to be mounted to a variety of mounting sur-faces. Be sure the mounting surface is able to adequately support the weight of the radio. Allowsufficient space around the radio for free air flow for cooling. Be sure the unit is close enough tothe vehicle operator to permit easy access to operating controls. Although the trunnion can bemounted to a pla.stic dashboard, it is recommended that the mounting screws be located so theypenetrate the supporting metal frame of the dashboard.
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l.h)or

\ ll(xr mount wedge (11|.N()450) is available, which allows the radio m b tlt(I a cipher 45 or 60.egrets. IllI.N9404 Sleeve mounting brackel is also required).

Quick Disconnect Slide Mount

The quick disconnect slide mount option is provided to allow the easy removal and installation ofthe radio. This may be desired by the operator for security reasons or to allow the use of one radioin multiple vehicles. This mount securely mounts the radio and makes all electrical connections,including the antenna connection.

Extra Stability Mounting Tray

The optional extra stability mounting tray is used in conjunction with the non-locking aunnion. Ifthe radio is mounted on a rounded surface, you may need to supply and install shim washers (notprovided) between the bracket and the mounting surface. Shims are necessary to tilt the radiobecause the heavy duty bracket blocks the standard trunnion adjustments. Follow instruction pro-vided with the option.

Locking Trunnion

The optional locking trunnion consists o a two-piece trunnion type mounting bracket equippedwith a key lock and associated mounting screws and is designed to facilitate easy removal. Thelocking trunnion may be mounted on either metal or plastic surfaces, provided the mounting sur-face adequately supports the weight of the radio. Follow instructions provided with the option.
3efore attempting to install the locking trunnion, examine the vehicle for suitable mounting loca-tions. This bracket requires a flat mounting surface, 8" X 2" minimum with adequate clearance forinserting the radio. The chosen location should be convenient to the vehicle operator a nd provideaccess.to the power and the antenna connectors. Be careful to choose a 16cation that permits thelocking trunnion to be removedfrom the mounting bracket. Vehicle operation should never beimpaired by the location of the trunnion or radio.

Note: Overhead mounting is not recommended.

Remote Mount Capability

The remote mount kit provides the necessary equipment to detach the front panel controls of theGM300 from the transceiver. This allows for the installation of the transceiver box in the vehicle’strunk or under the seat.
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I)(: lhwer (’able Inslallation

This radio must be operaled only in negattve ground electrical systems. Reverse polarity does notdamage the radio; however, radio protection circuits cause the cable fuse to open. Check the vehi-cle ground pok,rity before you begin installation to prevent wasted time and effort.

The 10 foot DC power cable shipped with the radio is long enough for installation in most vehicles.Begin. the power cable installation in the following manner:

(1) Determine a routing plan for the power cable with reference to where the rauJo s to be mounted.

(2) Locate an existing hole with a grommet in the vehicle fire wall, or drill a 3/8" access hole at thelocation for passing the power cable into the engine compartment. Install a grommet with 1/4" I.D.in the access hole to avoid damage to the cable.

CAUTION: HIGH DEGREE OF CARE SHOULD BE EXERCISED NOT TO DAMAGEANY EXISTING VEHICLE WIRES.

(3) From inside the vehicle, feed the red and black leads (without lugs attached) through the accesshole and into the engine compartment. See Figure 1.

(4) Locate the nearest available vehicle chassis ground mounting point and shorten the black leadto remove excess cable length.

(5) Install ring lugs (supplied) onto stripped end of power cable black lead, and onto stripped endof red lead on fuse holder as shown in Figure 2.

(6) Locate the fuse holder as close to the battery as possible and away from any hot engine com-ponent. Mount the fuse holder using the provided mounting hole and dress wires as necessary.Connect the fuse holder red adapter lead plug to the mating receptacle on the red lead of the powercable as shown in Figure 2.

(7) Connect the power cable black lead directly to the vehicle chassis ground.

(8) Connect the power cable red lead from the fuse holder to the positive (+) battery terminal.Make sure the adapter cable is connected to the main power cable red lead.

(9) Plug fuse into in-line fuse holder as shown in Figure 2.

Note: Failure to mount the red lead of the power cable kit directly to the battery may result insevere alternator whine interference and cause radio to revert to mode each time the power isturned off.
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TO RADIO

/
RED LEAD

8LACK LEAD

/

GROMMET

ENGINI COMPARTMENT

Figure I. Power Cable Routing into Engine Compartment

FUSE

Figure 2. Power Cable Assembly
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Select the location to mount your radio either on the Transmission tlump or fInder lhe Dash(see Figure 4).

(2) Using the trunnion mounting bracket as a template, mark the positions of the holes on themounting surface. Use the innermost four holes for a curved mounting surface such as the trans-mission hump, and the four outmost holes for a flatsurface such as under the dash.

(3) Center-punch the spots you hak,e marked and drill a 5/32" hole at each.

(4) Secure the trunnion mounting bracket and secure it with the two thumb screws provided.

(6) To complete your radio installation plug the power cable into the radio.power connector (seeFigure 3).

(7) Mount the antenna using the instructions provided with the antenna kit. Run the coaxial cableto the radio mounting location. If necessary, cut off the access cable and install the cable connector.
(8) Connect the antenna cable connector to the radio antenna connector on the rear of the radio (seeFigure 3).

(9) Mount the microphone clip. Follow instructions provided with the microphone clip.
(10) Plug the Microphone into the front panel connector. Your microphone has a telephone typeconnector at the end of its cord. Connect and disconnect your Radio Microphone in the same man-ner you connect and disconnect your telephone handset.

ANTENNA ACCESSORY
CONNECTOR CONNECTOR

TO BATTERY / VEHICLE POWERVIA FUSE FI CHASSI CONNECTOR(RED) GROUND
(BLACK)

Figure 3.. Connections to Radio Rear Panel
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1 Introduction

The T2044 is a remote station for the W1500 SCADA
system. It is a single circuit board that contains power
supply, modem, 6 analog inputs, 2 analog outputs, 2
high speed pulse accumulators, an RS232C port,
telephone and radio connections, battery charger and
16 replaceable I/O modules. Two additional analog
inputs are assigned to battery voltage and enclosure
temperature. All connections are plug in for ease of
board replacement.

Power:
110V 60Hz, 4 watts (8 watts for battery charging).
Fused Input.
12VDC battery optional charger provided.

Communication:
300/1200 baud modem with phone line and radio con-
nections usable together. Two wire or four wire cimuits.

Expansion:
50 pin ribbon cable, unbuffered. This must connect to
an expansion board within 4 inches of RTU.

2 Model Table

Model

T2044 A01

Description Class Part No.

300/1200 Baud RTU 3 730801

3 Specifications

Power Sources

AC Input: 120 VAC, + 20%, 47 to 63 Hertz Trans
former mounted on RTU 1/2 amp base, 3 watts

External DC: 11 to 20 VDC, 0.5 amp fused

Rechargeable Battery: Available accessory,
12V 20 ampere/hour, 1/2 amp fuse.
RTU provides charging current when AC power
is available

Output: 22 .t 2 VDC 120mA Battery back-up for digital
input module power or analog input loops

Internal Power Supplies: + 5VDC,-5VDC, +12VDC,
-12VDC, +24VDC

Power Input Termination: Compression terminals
#14 wire

Communications

Channels: 2 USART’s

Modem Channel:
110-9600 Baud (software selectable)

RS-232 Channel: 110-9600 Baud (software selectable)

Transmission Line: Bell 3002 unconditioned voice grade
or equivalent, for standard data rates up to two or
four wire connection provided. MOV surge
protection device is standard.

Modem: Software selectable to standard FSK 202 type
(0-1200bps), or 103 type (0-300bps), narrow
band FSK.

Timing: All internal RTU timing is dedved from a 20 MHz
crystal time base (.t 0.02%).

Processor: 80C188.

Memory: EPROM: 128K bytes-standard (500K
bytes-max) RAM: 32K bytes-standard (500K
bytes-max) EEPROM: 8K bytes-standard

Termination Connectors: Elevator clamp pull-apart
terminals. Live cimuits fully protected.

Wire Gauge: To 14 AWG.

Physical

Dimensions: (Main Logic Module)
11.0" H x 12.0" W x 20" D.

Weight: Approximately 4.5 Ibs (with 16 modules).

Configuration: Single pdnted circuit board suitable for
panel mounting, includes provision for expansion
modules.

Environmental

Temperature/Operating: 20= C to 70= C ambient
(Optional 40= C to 70.).

Humidity: 0 90% non-condensing.

Storage: -40C to 85C.





Input/Output Specifications
(Combination of 16 user configurable I/O)

Status Inputs*:

Threshold: Low 0.1 V, Hi 8 V (min.).

Drift*: 50 ppm/degrees C.

Imput Impedence: 10M ohms minimum.

Ranges: +0-5v, 1-5V, 4-20 ma, 0-1v software
selectable (standard, other ranges available).

Filtering: 10 mS debounce. Normal Mode Rejection: 60db @ 60Hz.

Isolation: Optical, 600 VDC.

Voltage Supply: 3-32 VDC, 10-36 VAC and 90-140 VAC
noise decoupled and fused/derived from primary
voltage source.

Isolation Resistance: 100 M ohms or greater.

Termination: Compression type, 2 wires per point.

*Also, act as pulse inputs, max 20 pps.

Digital Outputs

Drive Current (Per output): 3A max AC or DC.

Output Type: Optically isolated triac or power transistor.

Voltage (Supply): 5-60 VDC or 24-280 VAC noise de-
coupled and fused/derived from primary voltage
source.

Transient Protection: DV/DT protection internal to I/O.

Termination: Compression type, 2 wires per point.

Accumulator Inputs
(High speed, refer to status inputs for low speed accu-
mulators)

Channels: 2.

Isolation: Optical, 600 VDC channel to channel.

Filtering: 50 K Hz

Power: Inputs powered by RTU. External contact or
transistor must switch 12 VDC @ 7 mA

Analog Inputs

Channels: 8.

Conversion Technique: Dual slope integration.

Multiplex Scheme: Protected CMOS differential switch.

Resolution: 12 bits plus sign and overflow.

Accuracy*: +/- .05% of full scale. +/- 1/2 Isb @ 25C.
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Max Common Mode Voltage: 90 volts common mode
plus sign.

Common Mode Rejection:80db @ 60Hzo

Filtering: Field programmed 1 to 100%, 1 to 100 sec.

A/D Speed: 7 mS.

Voltage (Supply): 5 VDC noise decoupled and derived
from primary volt- age source to power transduc-
ers 50 mA max.

Termination: Compression type 2 or 4 wires per point.

Note: Two of the eight analog inputs connect perma-
nently to battery voltage and RTU enclosure temp-
erature. The remaining six have input termination on J14.
The voltage and temperature have high and low set-
points, and are telemetered, when enabled.

*These apply for voltage (e.g. 1-5V) inputs. When used
in current-loop configuration, the tolerance and drift of
the shunt resistor used must also be considered. These
values are, on the standard product, .1% and 50ppm/deg
C., respectively.

Analog Outputs

Channels: 2.

Voltage Output: 0 to 5.12V.

Current Output: 0 to 5.12 V.

Range: 0 to 21 mA.

Maximum Loop Resistance: 850 ohms
@ Vsystem 20v.

Resoluation: 12 bits.

Accuracy: 0.1% of full scale.

Response Time: 5 milliseconds.

Non-Linearity: .05%.

Output Calibration Range: Programmable at setup.

Termination: Compression type, 2 wires per point.





Extemal Alarm Output

Channels: 1.

Interface: Open drain VFET, 60v @ 200 mA

Output: Normally low signal that goes high on alarm
condition. Pin requires pull-up resistor to drive
logic inputs.

Function: Alarm (high) level indicates:
1) RTU power supply failure
2) RTU communication failure
3) RTU processor failure

Physlcal Layout

Mounting hole pattern:
There are ten mounting holes. The power transformer is
large and heavy, so two diagonal holes are provided to
mount it. All dimensions are from the lower left board
comer, and the hole pattern is repetitive in three rows.

.35" Pad Area .166" Diameter

(TYP 10) (TYP 10)

11.75"

A
2.90"

L- .75"
5.75"
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4 System Description

System

munication on the channel such as voice. In quiescent
operation a station tries several times (programmable) to
reach the master, then outputs a local failure condition.

The W1500 is a frequency shift keyed, multi-terminal,
polling and quiescent SCADA system capable of ad-
dressing 999 remotes. The remote stations are intelli-
gent and serve as data collection and processing points
for the central station computer. The system requires a
voice grade transmission network, either wire line, radio,
or a combination that interconnects all stations. In the
simplest configuration, remote stations do not need to
hear one another, however, they must all hear the
master station and it must hear all remotes.

Various and unique system configurations will require
special communications channels so that remotes can
hear one another.

The W1500 System may contain a number of repeaters
and passive master stations. However, design of such
systems must be coordinated by the Aquatrol Engineer-
ing Department. The communications network must be
carefully designed to support unique configurations.

A polled system is a SCADA system controlled by a
master station. The master station calls each RTU in
sequence and the RTU replies with all of its data. The
master station may poll certain remotes more frequently
and may be directed to poll out of sequence. No remote
transmits unless requested to do so by the master
station. In a polling system, comunication is orderly and
easy to control since the master acts as a traffic direc-
tor. If a remote fails to answer, or its reply is obscurred
by transmission noise, the central station will retry that
remote. After three unsuccessful calls, the master regis-
ters a data fail, then goes to the next station.

A large polling system with many remotes, and many
bits of information in each remote, becomes slow to
respond to changing conditions in the system. Commu-
nications remain very ordedy and accurate, however, it
may take several minutes for status changes to be
reflected at the master station.

In a large system, quiescent operation may provide a
faster response. In quiescent operation, the master
station no longer calls remote stations to receive data.
Each remote station initiates a call to the master when it
receives a contact input when an analog signal exceeds
a program value, or after a programmable time delay. A
quiescent system USUALLY provides improvement in
data flow, but creates a more difficult communications
environment. All remotes must hear one another and
time their transmissions so as not to interfere with one
another. In periods of high activity, when many stations
desire to transmit, the communications channel is very
busy. In times of low activity, when few stations require
the channel, traffic can be very low and allow other corn-
6

The W1500 system can use a combination of polling and
quiescent operation to enhance the speed of data
passed through the system.

RTU Description

The RTU has a total of 16 I/O module positions. These
may be any combination of high voltage, low voltage,
input or output as required for a particular application.
The modules plug into connectors and have a screw that
retains them in place. Each module has a plug-in fuse
immediately below it. When setting up or changing the
configuration of these modules, the RTU must be pro-
grammed using the programming fixture. This assigns
the various positions as inputs or outputs. Each RTU
module is optically isolated with a minimum of 1500 volts
breakdown. The modules are available from many
different manufacturers and have standard color coding.

The RTU has six analog inputs situated along the right
hand edge of the circuit board. Each analog input occu-
pies four pins of the connectors, analog number one is at
the bottom of the row. Each analog has software scaling
built into the setup procedure. Each has a high and a low
value, a high and a low alarm setpoint and a quiescent
operation flag. The setup value allows zero suppression,
span and alarm setpoints to be entered or changed by a
keyboard, rather than incorporating the numerous tdm
pots that would be required. The setup procedure is
covered more completely in Part II of this section.

The two analog outputs are scaled in a similar manner
and they come from either telemetered values or an
analog input. Because of self contained power supply
considerations, the two output loops are not isolated
from the 24 volt supply on the RTU and will be main-
tained during battery operation.

An I/O expansion board (T2047) contains 32 address-
able modules, two serial pods, and four analog outputs.
It requires an external power supply of 12 volts at 800
mA and will operate from the system battery if desired. It
contains its own power supply for the necessary voltages
on, the expander board during battery operation. A
maximum of four expander boards may be connected to
the RTU.

A "J" cable expander board (M4003) having eight con-
nectors is available to interface to displays and other ac-
essories requiring the "J" cable format. The board has
six output ports and two ports configurable as either
input or output. Initially, these eight ports will be config-
ured as outputs and will contain the BCD representation
of the six analog inputs and two analog outputs. Other
combinations are possible by revising the software and
providing a menu in the setup procedure.





W1500 Input/Output Modules

Input Output Opto-22 P&B Crydon Grayhill Aq. Part # Remarks

1AC590-140 VAC
10-36VAC
3-6Vdc
3-6Vdc
3-32Vdc

4-30Vdc
4-30Vdc
24-280VAC
5-60Vdc
4-30Vdc

0AC5A
0DC5
1DC5B

1AC5
1AC5E
0AC5A
0DC5
1DC5

6201A
6402A
6301A
6301A
6101

70-1AC5
70-1DC5HP
70-0AC5A
70-0DC5
70-1DC5

307502
307503
307504
307505
307506

QUVJ.CTT
TRCTy OIILT

1C
STS

SE

CTCIT

C:ICIXT C.T

t,OJ) CJdl J[ Pt,ACD IN [ZTIfT..! SZD[ OF LZleI[
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Block Diagram and Circuit Description

Notice on the block diagram the W1500 is divided into
five operational sections. This description will start with
the power supply circuit and progress through all six,
describing circuit features and setup variables.

the primary power to all microprocessor circuits and
another for external power to analog transducers. The
external five volt supply is current limited and appears
on the analog input connectors J14. A total of 50 mA is
available to power external sensors, this will be de-
scribed later in the Analog Input Section.

RTU Block Dlagram

Power Modem & Serial

Microprocessor Analog

I/O

Also, reference application figures on page 13.

Power Supply and Charger

The first section is the power supply and battery
charger. 110 volts AC enters the board through connec-
tor J28 terminals 1 and 2, and goes to the transformer.
The transformer supplies 18 volts RMS to the bridge
rectifier and filter circuit. A portion of the DC voltage
goes to the battery charging circuit, while the rest of the
18 volt supply powers the switching power supply. The
battery charger circuit supplies approximately 300 mil-
liamps to float charge the battery at 13.5 volts. The
battery connects to terminals four and five of connector
J28. If no battery is connected, the charger consumes a
minimum current; a battery may be added at any time, if
it is desired, to add backup. A diode couples the battery
voltage into the switching power supply when the AC
power fails providing a bounceless transfer to the
battery backup supply.

The switching power supply is a forward converter type,
and produces +12 volts, + 5 volts and +24 volts. The
+24 volt supply powers the analog output circuits and
the terminal blocks for the I/O modules. It is referenced
to circuit ground. This 24 volts may be used to power
input modules if no other power is available. Its capacity
is 120 mA and it is fused before leaving the circuit
board. DO NOT USE THIS SUPPLY FOR ANY OTHER
PURPOSE THAN FIELD CONTACTS ACTUATING
INPUT MODULES OR ANALOG INPUT LOOPS.

The analog circuitry, the RS-232 port, and the modem
require + and 12 volts. Both 12 volt supplies are de-
coupled and filtered, then connected to the appropriate
circuitry. Neither 12 volt supply is available off the circuit
board.

The board contains two five volt power supplies, one for
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The main five volt power supply is filtered by a capaci-
tor. A filter inductor removes switching power supply
transients and decreases the peak current that charges
the filter capacitor.

When the incoming AC power fails, U62B and its asso-
ciated circuitry provide the CPU with a POWER FAIL
signal which is available for telemetering, if needed. In
addition, U62A and its associated circuitry sense an
impending deep discharge condition of the battery. At
approximately 10.5 volts, this circuitry will shut off the
RTU power supply leaving only a few CMOS gates still
powered. This protects the battery from being destroyed
in the event of long term AC power failure. The RTU will
return to operation immediately when the AC power
returns, and begins charging the battery. Pushing the
reset button will also cause the power fail circuitry to
turn on the RTU, but the battery may be too low to
operate successfully.

Modem and Serial Ports

The RTU contains two serial ports, one port has a 0 to
1200 bits per second modem and the other has an RS-
232 driver connected to an eight pin serial connector.
The modem channel is the pdmary communications for
the RTU. It will operate on either bell 103 or 202 stan-
dard and provides crystal controlled transmit and
receive tone frequencies with digital signal processing
for secure data reception,

The modem input and output are divided and isolated to
drive both a telephone line and radio system. The input
presents a high impedence to the radio receiver output,
and 120 mV at 600 ohm impedance to the transmitter
data input. The modem presents a 600 ohm resistive
impedance, transformer coupled to the telephone line,
as well as, a high impedance receive input. Ordinarily,
the receiver and the transmitter are connected together
by jumper J25. When using a four wire telephone
system, a radio or a bddging amplifier system removes
this shorting connector to separate receiver and trans-
mitter audio circuits. A separate circuit board (M4004) is
available for four wire telephone line applications. The
telephone line connection is a standard RJ11C six pin
modular connector and it includes the ’lransmit on"
signal connected to pins one and six.

The RS-232 serial port is used for the setup and pro-
gramming panel, as well as, an auto dial modem or pro-
grammable controller. This portmay have other users
defined by software. It supports RS-232C line except for
the RI (dng) input.





Analog Outputs

The RTU has two analog outputs powered from the 24
volt DC power supply. These outputs may be scaled in
the setup procedure to any desired engineering units;
they are capable of producing 0 to 20 mA. Operational
amplifiers buffer and regulate the output circuits and are
driven by full 12 bit D/A converters. The digital input
value can come from locally derived calculations or
telemetered values. The analog outputs are NOT
isolated from one another since they come from the
same power supply. THEY ARE NOT GROUND REF-
ERENCED.

Analog Inputs

The RTU contains six external analog inputs and two
inputs generated within the RTU itself. The two internal
analog signals are the battery voltage, which is moni-
tored at all times by the software, and the RTU tempera-
ture which is monitored by an integrated circuit.

The six external analog inputs are bi-polar, full differen-
tial inputs. The input range is + 5 volts. Each analog
signal comes in through a four terminal separable block
which carries the differential (+,-) analog signal, analog
ground, and five volts for the transducer. Most analog
signals require only single ended rather than differential
inputs. In this case the negative analog input is
jumpered to the circuit ground on the connector. See
the application section for single ended differential and
shielded cable terminations.

Include one additional wire when it is necessary to
power a remote transducer. Use shielded cable for all
analog signals and use a separate cable for each input.
DO NOT USE THE NEGATIVE INPUT OR THE
SHIELD WIRE TO GROUND A REMOTE SENSOR;
RUN A SEPARATE GROUND WIRE.

Each analog input has a current scaling resistor to
convert current loop signals to a single ended voltage
input. Each input has a separate resistor and a two pin
shunt connector adjacent to the inputs. REMOVE the
shunt plug for voltage input, INSTALL the shunt plug for
4-20 mA operation.

Digital Inputs and Outputs

module has a separate fuse located immediately below
the module. These fuses are plug in and may be
changed or serviced with power connected to the RTU
since their circuitry is isolated. Each module has a two
terminal external circuit rather than a single connection
since many field wiring circuits come to the RTU as two
wire circuits.

The RTU provides 24 volts DC for non-powered field
contacts. Select an input module that operates on 3-32
volts. (Reference figure on Page 7.) In the applications
section notice that J9 and J10 are 24 volt supply lines
which will provide 24 VDC to supply the dry contacts for
these modules. This 24 volts is fused on the RTU circuit
board to protect it from short circuit o a high voltage
input. Observing the module input polarity as shown in
the application section, connect the +24 volts to the
positive side of the desired module then connect the
field contact widng between the module negative
terminal and the common on J9 orJ10. DO NOT USE
OTHER COMMON TERMINATIONS ON "FHE RTU
FOR THIS RETURN PATH SINCE THE TERMINAL
ARRANGEMENT AVOIDS GROUND LOOP AND
NOISE PROBLEMS.

High Speed Pulse Accumulators

The high speed pulse accumulators connect at J1. The
external drive circuit for these inputs must be capable of
switching 12 volts and 7 mA. These pulse accumulators
are high speed counters located in the CPU; their count
speed is approximately 50 KHz. Each accumulator has
a sixteen bit counter allowing it to accumulate 65,000
pulses. The counters are gated at one second intervals
for a period of one second. This means a reading is
taken about every two seconds from each accumulator.
This is the frequency counting mode. If the signal is
externally gated, the accumulators may be allowed to
roll over or may be reset at the one second interval.

Diagnostics

The T2044 RTU continuouslyperforms diagnostic pro-
cedures on itself, as well as maintaining system-wide
performance data. The RTU displays diagnostic results
both on the test/programming terminal plugged into the
RS-232 port and on the status LED’s located on the
lower left corner of the circuit board. The eight vertically
mounted LEDs and their functions are as follows:

The RTU contains space for sixteen input or output
modules across the bottom of the circuit board. Each 1.
position may contain either an input module or an output 2.
module selected from the list as shown below. Select 3.
the various modules according to the input voltage 4.
required or the output that it must control. The setup or 5.
programmer plugged into the RS-232 port determines 6.
which of these is input and output and where it appears 7.
in the telemetry message. Each output and input 8..

Timer status
Control status
Watchdog
Watchdog status
Telemetry receive data
Telemetry transmit data
EEPROM configuration error
Unrecoverable error





LED’s 1 through 3 indicate that the software is running
properly. Each lamp represents a different software task
and each one should flash continuously. If any of the
three LED’s does not flash on and off, the RTU is
unable to operate.

LED’s 4 and 6 indicate that messages are being proc-
essed by the software. LED number 4 is on only when
data is received on the telemetry channel and LED 6 is
on only when the RTU is transmitting data on the
telemetry channel.

LED 7 indicates that an error has occurred in the
EEPROM configuration memory. Refer to theconfigura-
tion section and make certain the RTU is configured for
the proper number of inputs and outputs. When this is
done, press the =S" key; the 7th LED should go off at the
end of this operation. To verify configuration is correct,
remove power from the RTU for several seconds, then
reapply. The EEPROM LED (number 7) should be off. If
LED 7 remains on, repeat the above steps several
times.

Contact an Aquatrol factory service representative for
corrective action.

LED 8 should NEVER be on. It indicates a non-recover-
able error either in the EEPROM or the PROM memory
of the RTU.

Contact an Aquatrol factory service representative for
corrective action.

Additional diagnostic information is available on the
CRT terminal or portable computer plugged into the RS-
232 port. In section VI, refer to the menu selections
and "Z" for instructions on exercising further diagnostic
procedures.

Diagnostic information is accumulated constantly by the
RTU and does not interfere with normal operation. It is
never necessary to remove the RTU from operation, or
to start a dedicated diagnostic procedure that occupies
the RTU to the exclusion of its normal tasks.
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5 Installation andApplications

Installation

Be sure to read Section 4, System Description for
additional information.

Power

110VAC, 4-8 watts, fused and 12VDC battery. The
battery size is calculated in amp hours as follows:

Battery AH .6 x desired time in hours

Example: for 24 hour backup
B .6 x 24 14.4 Amp hours

This allows for an RTU with 16 input modules, 2 AO
signals, 6 AI trensducers, an active RS-232 port, plus a
20 pement safety factor. The largest user is the input
modules, so if they are powered externally, or there are
less than 16, current drain is lowered.

For an RTU with 4 inputs, 6 AI trensducers, an active
RS-232 port and 20 percent safety, use:

Battery AH .25 x desired hours

24VDC power for input modules, analog outputs,
maximum of two 2-wire trensmitters. Do not power other
circuit boards or relays from this source.

+/- 5VDC Not available to the RTU, except for expan-
sion boards as designated.

I/O Modules

Assign inputs first, then outputs as desired, consecu-
tively from left to right. Avoid leaving blank (future)
spaces if possible. Assign each module position, and
label futures, if desired. If you configure the futures (an
acceptable practice) the information will be transmitted,
and ProSoft 2000 centrel system software will show
zero, or any desired disabled value for the future signal.
Each application uses a different combination of I/O
modules which must be specified.

Communications

The modem channel is 1200 baud FSK, and can go as
low as 50 baud, upon special application. The tone
frequencies are 1200-2200, or 1070-1270 Hz.

The telephone and radio channels may be used simul-
taneously, if necessary..

Caution:Customer Installed telephone lines are to
be discouraged. However, lengths of up to about
4,000 feet connecting six or fewer stations should

be acceptable If Installed In accordance with tele-
communications standards. Since system layout
and installation techniques will vary considerably,
Aquatrol cannot take responsibility for problems
associated with Improper installation. If the user
chooses to Install lines, we suggest:

Use an approved wire from a telephone company
supply vendor. The wire must contain twisted pairs, and
be suitable for the environment where it will be installed.
If not certain, it is always safe to use an underground (or
direct budal) wire in raceways or conduit above ground.
This wire has a soft wax filler, a hard aluminum shield,
and a plastic sheath that resists damage. The wax filler
prevents accumulation or seepage of moisture, should
the cable sheath become crecked or punctured. Always
install mere cable pairs than needed, the usual mini-
mum should be six, since that is a convenient cable to
purchase and install. Maintain a balanced, ungrounded
circuit and do not split pairs. Use approved insulated
splicing connectors, surge protection, and endpoint
terminating connectors.

Terminals

The screw terminals on the RTU are intended to be
customer connections. They will accomodate wire up to
#12. Wire having 600 volt insulation is so physically
large that even a #18 occupies the whole termination
point, making it difficult to place two wires in the same
connection. Use care when tightening screws, since the
circuit board is the only support for these terminals.
Pushing too hard will damage the circuit board. The
connectors plug into the RTU board, and can easily be
removed, if necessary, to add wires, or for RTU replace-
ment, tie the wire bundles.

Analog Inputs

Each analog input will accept and properly digitize any
input voltage from -5 to +5 volts DC. No provision is
included for making AC measurements. Refer to this
section under Applications Circuit Connector J14 for
proper input connections. Be sure to specify the position
of the black shunt plug adjacent to each analog input.
When the shunt is in place across the two terminals, the
input is for current sensing. When the shunt is on a one
pin only (storege position) the input is -5 to +5 voltage
input.

Each analog input and output has a high and low set-
point, including the battery and tempereture. Refer to
the configuration section (menu A) to use these set-
points. Note that they may be either directed to an
output module at the RTU, or telemetered back to the
central station.
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Note: refer to the Applications Circuit Connector J15.
Be sure to use this connector, pins one and three, if the
analog signals are in use. If no analog inputs are in use,
it is not necessary to connect these pins. The other
connections of interest on this connector are the fail
output and the +24 volt connection.

Analog Output

See the application circuit for J23. The analog outputs
should be self-explanatory, the only point to notice is
that neither pin can be grounded because this will
disable the output current regulating circuit. These
outputs use the 24 volt supply on the RTU, and their
current must be figured into the 24 volt consumption
when they are used. There is no transient protection on
these outputs. If a non ground output going a great
distance or outdoor wire Is necessary, use analog
Isolator circuits.

Expansion Port J3

This expansion port is a 50 pin dbbon cable connector
designed to expand the I/O and processing capability of
the RTU. This connection May Not Be Used except
to connect to designated expansion boards de-
signed specifically for the RTU. The cable length from
this connection to the expansion board must be less
than four inches, so plan enclosure layouts to accomo-
date this restriction. See Appendix 2 and page 14 for
further details on expansion boards.

Analog Input Expansion Port J22

A 14 pin header for connection of a 8 analog input
expansion board. See appendix 2 and page 15 for
further details on expansion boards

Fall Output J15-4

This output indicates an RTU or a comunications failure
has occured. It is controlled by software and hardware
and produces the following indications:

If the RTU power supply fails, this output will go
high, indicating that the RTU can no longer
function.

If the microprocessor fails to operate for approx-
mately 12 seconds, this output will go high,
indicating the RTU’s failure to function.

If the RTU is still operating, and software
senses a communication failure, or a change in
configuration failure, this output will go high.

If Quiescent operation, this ouput will only go
high if the RTU tries to comunicate but does not
receive an acknowledge message.

The fail output is a Normally Low output that goes high
when activated. This operation is opposite from the
normal logic convention of Low true, to allow power
supply sensing. In order to produce a Low logic output,
any failure would require a signal to drive a logic device
producing the low output. In this case, a logic device
produces a high output,and will do so even in the ab-
sence of its driving power supply. Note that the Fail Out
terminal must be pulled up with a resistor to an external
power source.

This output is appropriate to light an alarm light or
trigger a time integrator for warning personnel of a
failure or for initiating other local control of pumps and/or
valves at the RTU location.

Power Fall

Refer to the power supply circuit description in section
V.A.3, for desciption of the power fail circuitry. The RTU
detects power failure and automatically telemeters this
information in the status word. At this time, it begins to
monitor battery voltage to detect the discharge condi-
tion. No local indication of power failure is available
since it is not normally necessary. If a contact closure is
needed for AC power failure, it wil be necessary to add
a relay to the remote station.
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Applications

Symbols

120V FUSE

POWER 120 VAC & BAT.

PULSE ACCUMULATORS

EXPANSION PORT

T2044A01
P/N 730801
WIS00 REMOTE TERMINAL

24 VDC FUSE

/-TEST/RS 232

/ C

24 27 26

J20

J18 []

J16 [

ANALOG OUTPUTS

GROUND TERMINATIONS

ANALOG INPUTS 5-6

ANALOG INPUTS 3-4

ANALOG INPUTS 1-2

CURRENT SHUNT
SELECTORS

+24VAC & COMMON FOR INPUT |

Applications with Radio System

f2t 7 FUSE

T20ttA01
TESTIU 232

PIN 730801
Vl$00 1EMOTE TIINAL t,FtJ.ll

120 VAC t T.

J, III

=:=:J

It,MlO

AUDIO
CONN

110
VAC
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Application with Four Wire Telephone Line

120V lSt

POSit 120 Y &

PULSE

;’zo.,,o=
/ / r!’/11 7+001

I rio J21 [
JZO E]

J18

Nk00k&OI
Pill 733901

O o =TO WIlE
TEl.CO tLt ItJ.
6-t PLt LI
LZ

Application with I/0 Expansion Board
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Applications with Analog Expansion Board

A3015.6,01

P/N 733701
ANALOG EXPANSION
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Connector Assignments

J28: 110V and 12VDC

110
VAC

J9 and J10:

+24V

+24V

Com

Com

I

3 I NC

J1"
OR
High speed pulse accumulators

o

Isolated from RTU O
power, common to

7
ground, and ana.
outputs. DO NOT
power relays. O

O

+12

"VV- +12

External
Current: 8mA

ill +1__Q
’/ J8, 1.,.1, 12, 13: L/O connectors

>AC
O -(

12V Battery
O Q

+24VDC for input modules - Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

J15: Protective ground and data fail

#12 to
Chassis

1 Gas Tube Protectors

/"
2j’- Power Supply Com.

#18 to -Transzorb Protector
Chassis "J Ground

/"
Fail Output

-- +24 VAC

Each 8 pole block is adjacent to four modules and serv-
ices those four modules.

J8 Modules I thru 4
J11 Modules 5 thru 8
J12 Modules 9 thnJ 12
J13 Modules 13 thru 16

Protection grounds are for analog inputs. Connect these
if analog inputs are in use.
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J14: Analog Inputs

24 pin connectors; each four pins are one analog input.
Analog 1 is on pin 1 which is at the bottom.
Other analogs repeat in the same sequence.

+ In
Com

+5 Shunt
Plug: Out

+In

-In

Single ended analog input, shielded cable.

Shunt Plug: Out

Floating (differential) signal, shielded cable

Shunt Plug:
Out

J14: Analog inputs (continued)

+ Side

Side

(2)

Shunt Plug: In

Current loop (4-20mA) input, floating loop

.
Gmun6

Current loop input, RTU is

Shunt Plug: In

at end of grounded loop

J23: Analog output

Output 2

Output 1

Single ended, 3 wire, powered transducer, shielded wire.

NOTE: Each plus (pin 1) has 5V (50mA total) non-
isolated power for transducers.

Do NOT ground either side of circuit, current sensing is in
negative line.
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J24:RS232 Serial port

8 Pin @ 270
Switchcraft
15BL8M
or Equal

DTR

TD

RD

RTS

CTS

GND

CD

Chas;

Shield

"120

DB-25
Connector

Use 100% shielded, non-paired cable such as Belden
#9539, 9537.

J26: Telephone connector

4
Wire
Line

RJ-11C Connector

P’I-I"

Line.

For two wire leased line, use 6-2 plug
For four wire leased line, use 6-4 plug and Aquatrol part
number M4004 A01 adapter.

Use 100% shielded, non-paired cable
Belden #9539, 953

J27: Radio connector

8 Pin @ 270i
Switchcraft
15BLSM
or Equal

Black

White

Green

NC

NC

NC

Brown

Red

Shield

.,c J
MIC

Audio Rx

PTT
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6 Configuration

Getting Started

The W1500 RTU must be configured for its operation. It
may be set up either by a portable programming panel
plugged into the RS-232 pod, (see Applications Sym-
bols Section, page 13, J24) or over the telemetry line
from the central station. It is best policy to program the
RTU for the first time using the portable panel, then
make any desired changes over the line from the central
station. This allows the operator to tune system re-
sponse for his particular application, or to make sea-
sonal changes in pumping schedules, tank levels, and
so forth.

Setup Operation

A list of the setup commands begins on page 19; each
one will be described in detail and in order shown. The
setup may be changed at any time, the RTU will con-
tinue operating dudng any setup command. When the
desired setup has been entered, the SAVE command
places it in permanent storage where it can only be
changed by another SAVE command. The RTU can
undergo periods of extended power outage or storage,
and will begin operating as before, when power returns.
The RTU stores its setup information in semi-perma-
nent semiconductor memory which doesnot require
any external power, including batteries, to maintain its
information.

Portable Terminal

Any portable RS-232 terminal or laptop computer that
has at least a 25 X80 screen can be used to interface
with the w1500 RTU. All configuration software is RTU
resident so no special program disk is needed. If you
are using a portable or laptop computer,use the commu-
nications program Supplied by Aquatrol. This will allow
access to the RTU. Use the following criteria for com-
munication:

Baud rate- 9600
Data bits- 7
Stop bits- 1
Parity- 0
Rx buffer- 100
Tx buffer- 2000

Figure. J24 details the pin outs for the interconnecting
cable.

Screen layout

Below is a typical screen layout for the analog menu.

remote analog 01
Input

Actual 0795
Result 0004

Aquatrol Digital System Remote I-’FF RTU Address #
10/17/1987 08:00:30

remote analog 02 remote analog 03 remote analog 04
Input Input Input
2098 0000 3376
0512 0000 3376

remote Analog 05
Input

Actual 4073
Result 4073

rermote analog 06 remote analog 07 remote analog 08
Input Input Input
4073 2901 2395
4073 2901 2395

remote analog 09 remote analog 10
Output Output

Acutal 0000 0000
Result 0000 0000

AI 1 Point Enable Command Line

Ent__er (_.E(__en._able)o._r D__(di._sable), Edit Prompt

Screen layout
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"Aquatrol Digital Systems remote" and the actual RTU
address number will be at the top of the screen, with the
date and time listed below it. If the particular sub-menu
has an active data screen associated with it( like the
analog menu shown) this information will appear in the
center body of the screen. RTU configuration, analog,
digital and other screens that show active status of the
RTU. Sub-menu items under each menu that actually
allow you to configure the RTU appear on the command
line in the lower left portion of the screen. Scrolling thru
these sub items is accomplished by using the arrow
keys. Edit prompts will appear directly below the com-
mand line in the lower left portion of the screen. Refer
to the editing section for further information on editing.

Editing

Editing can be accomplished in any menu item(except
EEPROM Data Programming) by selecting the E key.
The edit prompt will appear below the command
line(see section on screen layout) and give a choice or
range of data to select from. After you have made your
selection, press the enter key to record the edited
value. If you wish to terminate the edit function without
any changes, press the escape(ESC) key.

Menu

The RTU contains a MENU system to simplify the setup
porcedure. The operator can quickly go through the
selections with a minimum number of keystrokes and
only change those items necessary, there are four
major menu categories and 25 sub item categories.
Each major category is accessed by a combination of
the Shift key and a number key. the major menu and
sub item categories are listed below:

Shift 0 EEPROM data programming comands

Initializes the default values in EEPROM.

R Restores the current values to memory.
S Saves the current setup to EEPROM.

Shift 1 RTU data entry

A Selects the analog menu for display or editing
C Selects CONFIGURATION for display or edit.
D Selects the digital menu for display or editing.
E Enters the EDIT mode to change data.
F Fail timer diagnostics (service only).
Q Selects full screen display or command and edit

lines only.
V Displays the program version and date.
Z Displays the program diagnostic information

Shift-2 Control template data entry.

Reference Appendix 1, if applicable.

Shift 3 RTU setup data.

C Change the value for CLOCK and DATE.
E Enter the EDIT mode to change data.
H Displays a range of memory on the screen.
K Displays serial line communication variables.
N Displays the NEXT page of memory.
T Dispalys communication status information.
Q Selects Full scren display mode.
Y Displays .analog input values.

Scrolling Through Menu Choices

Key
upt

Down

Right -->
Left <--

What It Does
Select next numerical item in group i.e.
analog 1,2,3... or digital 1,2,3 etc.
Select previous nUmerical item (reverse
of Up ).
Select next sub item in menu.
Select previous sub item in menu (re-
verse of right -->).

Immediate Action Keys

Key What It Does

E

Enter

ESC

R

S

Q

Begin an EDIT of a particular item that
has been selected from the menu.
Complete the EDIT when choices have
been entered.
Terminate an EDIT without changing
anything.
Initialize EEPROM and RTU to factory
default settings. Caution This will
destroy all changes made.
Restore configuration from EEPROM.
This key will restore the last setup
stored in EEPROM. Use it to restore the
RTU if several EDITS have been
made for testing purposes. Caution
once an EDIT Is SAVED, RESTORE
will not recover the previous setup.
SAVE the current configuration values in
EEPROM. Use this key after.
EDITing, to save the values you selected.
When SAVED, these values.
are used during power up and after a
RESTORE comand.
Switch to full screen display for menu
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items (A)nalog, (D)igital and control screens
The "Q= key altemates between a
clear screen and the menu screen. If
display messages have been
enabled (Menu "Z’), they will appear
instead of a clear screen. This
key is a two position toggle key.

A) Analog Setup Data (Shift I)

This menu defines the configuration of each analog
signal in the RTU. Type A to enter this menu. The first
item will show:

AI (n) point ENABLED

Menu Sub-Item Descriptions

In this section, the menu keys are in alphabetical order.
After each key you will find a list of sub-item selections
followed by the display they produce. Select from the
numbered items using the right and left arrow keys as
defined above.

The (n) is the number and it is changed by the UP and
DN arrow keys. If the point is an output, it will show as:

AO (n) point ENABLED

Sub-Item Edit Prompt

1) Point ENABLED/disabled

An example from the analog setup menu (A) will illus-
trate the procedure:

"A" to start the analog menu.

The display shows: AI 1 point ENABLED. The sub
-item "point" will display on the screen, followed by
its present condition in capital letters "ENABLED
and preceded by its type: Analog Input 1 (All).

Press the right arrow key to select sub-item number
2. You will see the words I’YPE INPUT’. This
shows the analog is configured as an input. Press
ing the RIGHT arrow key continues through the
numbered sub items in the analog menu.

Pressing the UP arrow key selects analog numbers
2 through 10, while remaining on the desired sub
item.

Try these menu selections on the keyboard now, to
become familiar with the action of the menu and
arrow keys.

Following is a list of all menu and sub item selections for
the RTU.

Note: The "EDIT PROMPT" shown below each sub item
shows the choices to be made when editing that item.
On the screen the sub item will display in lower case
letters, while the edit PROMPT will be in capital letters.
After each sub item listed below, one selection in the
EDIT PROMPT is capitalized, while the other is lower
case. The capitalized choice is the automatic default
value the RTU will select unless another value is added
and SAVED in the EPROM.

This reduces the time necessary to program an RTU,
since all the most commonly used values are already
programmed. The operator does not need to display
and edit every function within the RTU, only those which
he requires for any particular station.

Disabling an analog results in the ANALOG DISABLED
value (see item #17) being used as the computel value
for this analog. For an input, this would be the value
scaled and returned in comunications. For an output,
this value is placed in the output.

2) Type INPUT/output

This field defines an analog point as input or output.
Editing a point from an input to an output will change the
number of Al’s and AO’s maintained under B REMOTE
group type. CAUTION when changing type, be sure
that the address field matches the analog address
on the board, or the system will not perform as
expected. See ADDRESS subgroup (item #20).

3) Transmit Analog ENABLED/disabled

This field, if enabled, will cause the value to be returned
in the telemetry comunications message.

Default value ENABLED for INPUTS
DISABLED for OUTPUTS

4) ANALOG/setpoint

Selecting analog, sends the scaled result of the raw
analog value back in the telemetry message, i.e., in
selected engineering units selecting setpoint sends the
16bit raw value back in the telemetry message so the
data can work directly with 16 bit data in Prosoft rather
than be scaled locally.

5) Analog auto MANUAL/Automatic

Enabling this field places the point in automatic mode.
This is used when automatic control resides at the RTU,
and causes data received over telemetry for the point to
be ignored.
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6) Quiescent enabled/DiSABLED

If this item is enabled and the RTU is in quiescent
mode, (Menu B-2) the RTU will initiate a call to the
central for setpoint violations.

7) Setpoint check enabled/DISABLED

If enabled, this will replicate the action of an analog
setpoint module. When the analog exceeds the high
setpoint for the SETPOINT DELAY (Item #18), the high
setpoint digital output energizes. When the setpoint
minus the setpoint deadband is greater than the current
value for the delay time, the output is cleared. The
opposite happens for a low setpoint and its associated
digital output. If the low and/or high digital output (items
#14 and #15) number is zero, no actual output will
occur, but the alarm will be maintained internally.

8) Value Range full range/POSITIVE

This indicates whether an analog value can be over the
FULL RANGE -9999 to 9999 or be limited to POSITIVE
values. Enabling this field will set to full range.

9) Location INTERNAL/external

This allows the user to select whether the analog
(digital) value used in software is from the RTU or
received over telemetry. See Item #9.

10)Filter Constant (n) (1 999)

This value filters the amount of change per update
period (one second) foanalog values. The change in
an analog value is divided by this number and added to
the filtered value for scaling. On the next update, the
remaining change is again divided, and m-calculated.
This repeats until the entire change is accounted for, or
it is less than the filter constant. The default value is
one, which allows the total change for each update. This
filter is a digital integrator and removes spikes or rapid
excursions from an analog signal. It does not employ R-
C time constants or analog filtedng in the signal path.

11)) Low Gain -9999- 9999

This is the constant that will result when the analog
signal is zero. Default value 0

Note:
address #23 Bakery Vtg. low gain 0 0 Volts

address #24 Temperature low gain -460 =0 Fahrn.

12) High Gain -9999 9999

This is the constant that will result when the analog
signal is maximum, or 4095. Default value 4095.

Note:
address #23 Battery Vltg. high gain 199 =19+ Volts

address #24 Temperature high gain 441=150 Fahm.

NOTE: Setting the LOW and HIGH GAIN values estab-
lishes a digital ZERO and SPAN for the input signal.
The result shows on the test screen as "RESULT" and it
is the value used for setpoint checking and telemetering.
The equation is as follows:

Value (LOW GAIN + (RAW VALUE (HIGH GAIN
LOW GAIN) + MAX/2) / MAX

13) Low Setpoint -9999 9999

This is the lower scaled value that will cause a quies-
cent call, or generate a digital output if checking is
enabled. (See Item #6) Default value -9999

14) High Setpoint -9999 9999

This is the high scaled value that will cause a quiescent
call, or generate a digital output if checking is enabled.
Default value 9999

15) Setpoint Deadband 0 9999

If setpoint checking is enabled, the scaled analog must
drop below high setpoint deadband for an alarm to
clear. For a low alarm to clear, the scaled value must
rise above low setpoint + deadband. Default value 1

16) Low Setpoint Digital 0 Maximum number
DI/O configuration

This is the logical digital module number as configured
in the system which will be set/cleared if the setpoint
checking is enabled and the low setpoint is violated. An
index of 0 will result in no physical output. CAUTION
Be sure the digital point referenced here Is config-
ured as an output. Default value 0, which means
there will be no output.

17) High Setpoint Digital 0 Maximum number
DI/Oconfiguration

This is the logical digital module number as configured
in the system which will be set/cleared if setpoint
checking is enabled and the high setpoint is violated. An
index of 0 will result in no physical output. CAUTION
Be sure the digital point referenced he]’e Is config-
ured as an output. Default value Is 0, which means
there will be no output.
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18) Setpoint Delay 0 9999 seconds

This is the time duration during which a setpoint must be
exceeded for a digital output to be set/cleared when
setpoint checking is enabled. Default value 1

19) Analog Disabled Value -9999 > 9999

This is the value that will be used for this analog signal
when the point is disabled (See Item #1 ). Default value
0.

20) Scale Factor 1.00 9.99 (decimal places
assumed)

Multiplier that further scales analog values returned over
telemetry. Allows returning actual units if local value is
some factor of real value. Default value is 1.00 returns
actual data.

21 BCD Scale Factor 1.00 9.99 (decimal places
assumed)

This constant scales values greater than 999 for output
to LED’s connected to =J" cable board. Note only if
cable board is enabled on the system.

Default value is 4.00 results in output of 0 999 for data
scaled 0 4095.

engineering units, the RTU software will calculate a
totalized flow based on the flow rate from the analog
value and the time that analog value was present. The
RTU does 6 second updates so the flow total should
reflect a highly accurate value without the need of a
hardware totalizer on the final element device providing
the analog signal. Currently, only flow type enabled is
GPM to gal. Select 01 for gallons.

26) Long Flow Enabled/DISABLED

If flow totalization is enabled this feature allows for the
selection of either a 16 or 32 bit integer to be returned in
the telemetry message.
Disabled 16 bit (3 significant digits) integer.
Enable 32 bit (6 significant digits) integer.

27) Flow Scale Factor 0 9999

This sub item allows the user to select a scaling factor
to return a value that is a multiple of the actual value for
display and transmission back to the central terminal
unit.

28) Flow Totalizer ##
Display only. Displays the accumulated flow total
selected in flow total type and scaled by Item # 25. Total
may be cleared by selecting edit and responding YES to
the request to clear total.

22) Logic Address 1 ??

The location in software of analog (digital) as compared
to physical location. Allows user to select an analog
(digital) value to be used in software that has a different
physical location. Normal use is to allow setpoint data to
be used in software that is received from the central
terminal unit rather than local data.

23) Physical Address 1 14

Analog inputs are addressed 1 8 with one starting at
location J14 on the RTU. Analog outputs are addressed
9 14 with 9 and 10 being on main RTU at location J23
and the next four on the expansion board if present.

NOTE: AI with an logical address of 23 is Battery Volt-
age which has a Multiplier of 1, a Low Gain of 0, and
High Gain of 199. Allogical address 24 is Temperature,
has a Multiplier of 1, a Low Gain of -460 and a High
Gain of 441.

24) Flow Totalization Enabled/DISABLED

Enables or disables flow totalization function for the
specified analog. See Item 25

(C) Remote Setup Data (Shift 1)

This is the information that defines the remote. This
menu contains the address, number of inputs and
outputs of each type, mode of operation, types of
peripheral hardware and an I/O mask for setup.

The number of inputs and outputs of each type must
match the central station configuration. If the configura-
tions do not match, the RTU will respond to telemetry
queries, but will not use the outputs sent to it.

Sub-Item Edit Prompt

1) TEL Address 0 9999

This is the address to which the remote will respond
when it receives a query. In a Quiescent transmission, it
calls with this address.

2) Tel Link Address 0 9999

If dual address enabled (Item # 4), this is the address
that datas will be sent to by the RTU.

25) Flow Total Type O0 01

This sub item selects whether the analog should be to
collect flow totals. If the user enables this feature (select
a type other than 00) and selects the appropriate
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3) Telemetry Mode quiescent/POLLED

Enabling places the remote in quiescent mode, wherein
the remote initiates calls on change of status for those
points selected. The remote will still answer polls while
in quiescent mode. This selection provides a single
entry to start or suspend quiescent operation, thus
allowing the operator to retain all the setpoint values
and quiescent selections entered in other menus.

4) Dual address DISABLED/enabled

Reference Item #2. ASIIows the user to select if the
RTU should retransmit data to a location other than the
central terminal unit.

5) Data Fail Output DISABLED/enabled

Allows user to select RTU data fail to be output thru
connector J15 for local alarm/light.

6) Data Fail Time 0 9999

Elapsed time, in seconds, of loss of communication
between the RTU and the central terminal unit prior to
energizing the data fail output. Default value 180
seconds.

7) Digital inputs nn

This is the number of digital input points on the RTU.
Maximum is 16, if only main RTU exists. An addItional
32 exist if an expansion board is present, assuming no
digital outputs. Minimum of 0. Default 8

8) Digital outputs nn

This is the number of digital output points on the RTU.
Maximum is 16, if only main RTU exists. An additional
32 exist if an expansion board is present, assuming no
digital inputs. Minimum of 0. Default 8

9) Analog Inputs nn

This is the number of analog inputs in use on the RTU.
Maximum possible is 8 with a minimum of 0. Only 6 of
these are usable as input addresses 1 6, as addresses
7 and 8 are dedicated to temperature and battery
voltage.

10) Analog Outputs n

Maximum of 2 on main RTU with 4 additional on an
expansion board. Minimum of 0. Addressed starting at 9
14. Default 2

Number of Expansion Boards 0 4 are valid

Specify the number of expansion boards present.
Default 0

(12) "J" Cable Expansion enabled/DISABLED

If enabled, then the first 8 analogs configured in the
system will be output to the 8 LED’s connected to the
Cable board.

(C) Real Time Clock Setup Data (Shift 3)

The RTU containsa real time clock which maintains the
current date and time. This command sets the current
date and time. To change, use the "EDIT" key and
select either "D" date or "C" clock time. Type in the
desired numbers, no punctuation is needed (colons).

DATE mnYdd/yy CLOCK hh:mm:ss

(D) Digital Setup Data (Shift1)

This menu diplays and defines the configuration of each
digital I/O point in the remote. Each item selected shows
the digital point number and its type. For instance, the
first item, point, will show:

Dl(n) Point ENABLED

The (n) is the number, and it is changed by the UP and
DN arrow keys. If the point is an output, it will show as:

DO(n) Point ENABLED

Sub- Item Edit Prompt

1) Point ENABLED/disabled

Disabling a digital point results in the disabled value
(#12) being used as the input/output value for this
digital. For an input, this would be the value to be
returned in communications, and for an output it will be
the value sent to the output module.

2) Type (Condition) INPUT/output

This field tells how this digital point is currently config-
ured, and its present status. Editing a point from an
input to an output will changethe number of Dl’s and
DO’s maintained under C Configuration.

3) Transmit Data ENABLED/disabled

This field, when enabled, will cause the value of this
digital point to be retumed in the telemetry communica-
tion message. Digital outputs may be telemetered as
well as input.

Default value ENABLED for INPUTS
Disabled for OUTPUTS
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4) Manual-Auto auto/MANUAL

Enabling this field places the point in automatic mode.
This is used when automatic control of this point resides
at the RTU. Data transmitted over telemetry to this point
will be ignored in AUTOMATIC mode.

5) Quiescent enabled/DiSABLED

If this field is enabled and the RTU is in quiescent mode
(menu B-2) a change in status will initiate a call to the
central station.

6) Normal State OPEN/closed

This field allows each I/O point to be specified as
normally open or closed. Enabling this item will treat a
closed circuit as an off condition.

7) Time Count enabled/DISABLED

Enabling this field allows the remote to accumulate time
on and time off for this point. The remote accumulates
total time in state, current time in state, and time in
state, last time in this state.

It also accumulates the on/off transitions, or starts. This
selection is mutually exclusive with pulse count, enable
only one of these features. See Items 16 19.

8) Pulse Count enabled/DISABLED

Enabling this field causes the remote to accumulate
pulse counts up to a maximum rate of 20 pulses per
second. The remote accumulates total pulses, current
number of pulses in the last six seconds, and number of
pulses in the previous six seconds. This selection is
mutually exclusive with time count, enable only one of
these features. (1 16 only.)

NOTE: This feature is available only on the digital
points addressed on the main beard of the RTU.

9) Logical Address 1 ??

Location in software of analog (digital) as compared to
physical location. Allows user to select an analog
(digital) value to be used in software that has a different
physical location. Normal use is to allow setpoint data to
be used in software that is received from the cental
terminal unit rather than local data.

10) Physical Address

This is the physical hardware address for this digital
point. Hardware addresses on the main board start at
01 for position M1 and range through 16 at M16.

11) COS Delay enabled/DiSABLED

Change of status delay. This field requires that a contact
be in a given state for this period of time before it is
acknowledged as being in this state by the remote.
Available only on digitals on main RTU. Default value 0

12) Debounce Delay enabled/DiSABLED

This field requires that a contact be in a given state for
this period of time before it is acknowledged as being in
this state by the remote. Available only on digitals on
main RTU. Default value 0

13) Disabled Value enabled/DiSABLED
on/OFF

This is the value that will be used for a digital point when
it is disabled. This value will be retumed in the telemetry
messages, and sent to output modules if the point is a
digital output. (See item #1 This value is modified by
the normal state selection, menu item #6.

14) Clear Pulse and Time Counters

This field allows cleadng of the counters associated with
this point. Edit the field and respond to query with a Y to
clear the counters.

15) Location Internal/external

Allows user to select whether the analog 9digital0 value
used in software is from the RTU or received over
telemetry. Reference Item #9.

16) Total Count enabled/DISABLED

When enabled this function accumulates run time of the
point i.e.., amount of time contact is closed or open (see
Item 17). The new accumulated value is returned in
each telemetry transmission. When disabled only the
current time in state since the last transition is stored.
See item 19 for scaling.

17) Time LOW/high

Selects whether the low or high state of .the input is
used for the run time or time in state register.

18) Starts enabled/DISABLED

When enabled, stores the number of transitions of the
selected low or high state, i.e., low to high or high to
low.

19)T/P Scale Factor ####

Allows scaling of run time message returned in teleme-
try.
For hundreds of hours use 1440 for inputs 1 16 and 40
for inputs 17 48.
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(K) Current Configuration of Communications Ports
(Shift 3)

Up arrow toggles between TEL (telemetry) and TEST
SET, these are the only two selections for the up and
down arrows.

Sub-Item Edit Prompt

1) Tx-on Delay (Transmit on delay) 0 9999

This is the delay time in centiseconds that the remote
will wait after turning request to send ON before starting
to transmit the message. Use this for radio systems
having long carder delays.

10) Modem Type 0 9

Initialization for RTU modem on telemetry channel.

0 originate bell 103 300 BAUD
1 answer bell 103 300 BAUD
2 bell 202 1200 BAUD
3 bell 202 1200 BAUD with

equalizer

NOTE: For a change to take effect, this data must be
saved to EEPROM and the RTU powered off and
restarted.

Normal Setup

2) Tx-off Delay (Transmit off delay) 0 9999

This is the delay time in centiseconds that the remote
will wait after transmitting the last character of a mes-
sage before turning RTS off.

NOTE: These delays are minimum. The actual delay
may be this amount plus 50 cs.

3) Inter Call Delay 0 9999

Future use for quiescent operations to maintain a
minimum time between calls from a single remote.

4) Baud Rate 0 9999

Transmission rate for telemetry channel. Select 300 or
1200. Transmission rate for testset normally 9600 baud.

5) Data Bits 0 9

TEL Tx on delay 25 CS
TEST SET Tx on delay n/a
TEL Tx off delay 6 CS
TEST SET Tx on delay rVa
TEL Inter-call Delay 20 CS
TEST SETInter-call Delay n/a
TEL Baud Rate 1200
TESTSETBaud Rate 9600
TEL Data Bits 7
TESTSET Data Rate 7
TEL Stop Bits 1
TESTSET Stop Bits t
TEL Parity 0
TESTSET Parity 0
TEL Rx Buffer 450
TESTSET Rx Buffer 100
TEL TX Buffer 450
TESTSET Tx Buffer 2000
TEL Modem Type 2
TESTSET Modem Type rVa

The number of bits per character transmitted. Use 7 for
the RTU controllers, and 8 for Prosoft-2000. See table
below for settings.

6) Stop Bits 0 9

Number of bit times before the next character is trans-
mitted. See table below for settings.

7) Padty (Type of parity) 0- 9999

0 no parity
1 odd parity
2- even parity

See table below for settings.

8) Rx-Buffer 0 9999

Size of the receive buffer in the interrupt routine.

9) Tx-Buffer 0 9999

(T) Telemetry Quiescent Setup Data and Perform-
ance Information

Sub-Item Edit Prompt

1) Current Call Address ##

Destination address of last message received over the
telemetry channel. This shows the master station
activity.

2) Total messages sent ##

Number of messages sent by this RTU

3) Invalid Messages Received ##Valid Messages
Received ##

Number of invalid messages received. Any time the
RTU receives a message that has the synchronizing
character, but misses one of the error conditions, this
counter increments. Error conditions include:

Size of the transmit buffer in the interrupt routine. a) No end of message sequence
b) Data validation fails CRC error
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Number of valid messages received increments for
every message received that passes validation tests.
This reflects the number of messages heard by this
RTU that contain proper beginning and end of message
sequences, and on which the CRC validation is correct.

4) Non ACK Collisions ## CD Collisions ##

In quiescent mode, these are the RTU’s attempt to
indicate the type of collision that occurred.

Non ACKnowledged collisions are those that occur
when the remote has not received a response from the
master indicating that it received the transmission.

Carrier Detect collisions indicate that another source
was transmitting immediately after the RTU stopped.
This indicates that the message was probably cor-
rupted.

5) TEL Q Retries UNUSED

6) Quiescent CD Off Delay ## (* 50 msec)

Time to wait in milliseconds since last message was
received, before remote can initiate a transmission.

Default 4 200 ms

7) TEL Q Collision Delay ## (* 50 msec)

Delay computed by the remote after it determines a
collision has occurred, before it will attempt another
transmission.

8) Quiescent End of Message Delay ## (* 25 msec)

Delay after message has been sent to wait before
checking to see if another soume is also talking.

Default 1 25 ms

9) Quiescent Acknowledge Delay ##(* 50 msec)

Waiting time for an acknowledge from the central
station, before indicating a collision.

Default 40 2 seconds

(V) T2044 Version Number and Date (Shift 1)

Displays the EPROM version number

(Q) Selective Enable of RTU Information to be DIs-
played on Terminal Screen (Shift 1)

(Z) These messages are test and diagnostic Infor-
mation used to troubleshoot a system. (Shift 1)

Sub-Item

1) Handheld Testset

Edit Prompt

enabled/DISABLED

This removes all cursor positioning for data to terminal.
intended use for two line hand held testset. Currently
not usable, as many messages will exceed the line
length of twenty characters.

2) Telemetry TX and RX DATA ENABLED/disabled

Enabling this item will cause the messages received
and sent over the telemetry channel to be displayed.

3) Control Tick Counters enabled/DiSABLED

Displays the one second counter for telemetry control,
I/O control and PID tasks.

4) Control Debug enabled/DISABLED

Enabling this item displays the messages passed from
control to telemetry.

5) Display Clock ENABLED/disabled

Enabling this item displays the real time clock.

6) DIO Debug enabled/DiSABLED

Tells whether manual, auto or required is being selected
for use as actual digital value to be output.

1 manual
2 auto
3 required

7) Telemetry Header Data enabled/DiSABLED

Enabling this item displays the decoded message
header. This includes source, destination, message
type, and any message parameters, if present.

8) Analog Setpoint Data enabled/DISABLED

Enabling this item displays data on evaluation of the
setpoint module. Current reading, timer, and state of
high and low alarms are displayed.

NOTE: Should only be used for one analog point at any
one time. If more than.one setpoint module is active at a
time only highest number point’s data will remain. To
see data on a lower numbered analog, disable setpoint
checking on those analogs with a higher index number.

9) I/O CONTROL TASK Data enabled/DiSABLED
UNUSED

10) PID Task Data enabled/DISABLED
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11) Idle Count enabled/DiSABLED

Displays count of the number of times the testset task
gets to execute. The testset task is the lowest priority
task and only runs when no other task needs the
processor.

12) Level Control enabled/DISABLED

13) Pump Sequence enabled/DiSABLED

14) Pump Request enabled/DISABLED

15) Quiescent Debug Data enabled/DISABLED

16) Quiescent Debug enabled/DISABLED

17) Quiescent Cos Timer

Quick Setup

1. Power on RTU.

enabled/DISABLED

2. Connect terminal on comm port

If the program is operating the terminal will display"RTU
data entry "and the top 3 lights of D3 will be
blinking

D3 lights
1-3 multi-tasking timers
4 watchdog
5 Rx receive data
6 Tx transmit data
7-8 configuration and EEPROM errors

3. Select the "C" menu (Shift 1).

4. Using the right arrow keys edit the items to have the
following values:

TEL address 1
Digital Inputs 16
Digital Outputs 0
Analog Inputs 8
Analog Outputs 2
Expansion board 0
J cable board 0

5. Initialize the remote Shift 0) then press =1" key. The
system will respond "DONE’.

6. The RTU will now respond to telemetry calls.

7. Select Shift 1 ,D and set digital I/O point as inputs
outputs pulse counter or time counter; set delay values
and normal state..

8. Select Shift 1, A and setAnalog scaling, setpoints,
and filter factors.

9. SAVE your choices

Command Quick Reference

Shift 1A Analog Data
(Q will give a full screen display)

for characteristrics for point)

Sub-Item Default

Point
Type
Transmit Analog

Analog/Setpoint
Analog Auto
Quiescent

Setpoint Check
Value Range
Location
Filter Constant
Low Gain
High Gain
Low Setpoint
High Setpoint
Setpoint Deadband
Low Setpoint Digital
High Setpoint Digital
Setpoint Delay
Analog Disabled Value
Scale Factor
BCD Scale Factor
Logical Address
Physical Address
Flow Total Type
Flow Scale Factor
Flow Totalizer
Flow Accumulator
Flow Remainder

ENABLED
INPUT
I= ENABLED
0 DISABLED
ANALOG
MANUAL
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
INTERNAL
1
0
4095
-9999
9999
1
0
0
1
0
1.00
4.00
"n"
"n"
00
1.00
-##-
-##-
"#"

Shift I C Remote Setup Data

Sub-Item Default

TEL Address "n"
Tel Link Address O0
Telemetry Mode POLLED
Dual Address DISABLED
Data Fail Output DISABLED
Data Fail Time 180
Digital Inputs 8
Digital Outputs 8
Analog Inputs 8
Analog Outputs 2
Number of Expansion Boards 0
=J" Cable Expansion DISABLED
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Shift 3 C Real Time Clock Setup Data

DATE: mm/dd/yy CLOCK: hh:mm:ss

Shift I D Digital Setup Data

Sub-Rent Default

Point
Type (Condition)
Transmit Date

Manual-Auto
Quiescent
Normal State
Time Count
Pulse Count
Logic Address
Physical Address
COS Delay
Debounce Delay
Disabled Value
Clear Pulse and Time Counters

ENABLED
INPUT
I= ENABLED
0 DISABLED
MANUAL
DISABLED
OPEN
DISABLED
DISABLED
"n"

DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
INTERNAL

Shift 3 K Current Configuration of Communi
cations Ports

Normal Setup

TEL Tx on delay
TEST SET Tx on delay
TEL Tx off delay
TEST SET Tx on delay
TEL Inter-call Delay
TEST SETInter-call Delay
TEL Baud Rate
TESTSETBaud Rate
TEL Data Bits
TESTSET Data Rate
TEL Stop Bits
TESTSET Stop Bits
TEL Parity
TESTSET Parity
TEL Rx Buffer
TESTSET Rx Buffer
TEL TX Buffer
TESTSET Tx Buffer
TEL Modem Type
TESTSET Modem Type

25 CS
n/a
6 CS
n/a
20 CS
n/a
1200
9600
7
7
1
1
0
0
450
100
450
2000
2
n/a

Shift 3 T Telemetry Quiescent Setup Data and
Performance Information

Sub-Item Default

Current Call Address "##"
Total Messages Sent "##"
Invalid Messages Received "##"
Valid Messages Received "##"
Non ACK Collisions "##"
CD Collisions "##"
TEL Q Retries UNUSED
Quiescent CD Off Delay 4
TEL O Collision Delay "##"
Quiescent End of Message Delay 1
Quiescent Acknowledge Delay 40

Shift 1 Z Selective Enable of RTU Information
to be Displayed on Terminal Screen

Sub-Item Default

Handheid Testset
Telemetry TX and RX Data
Control TK:k Counters
Control Debug
Display Clock
DIO Debug
Telemetry Header Data
Analog Setpoint Data
I/O CONTROL TASK Data
PID Task Data
Idle Count
Level Control
Pump Sequence
Pump Request
Quiescent Debug Data

DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED

(UNUSED)
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I. CONNECTOR INSTALLATION

CA9[ CEruY. (SEE F. I)

BP0 15 0R IN[ ENO 0r IN[ P(XY

SOLnCn k t.m(t (2(x}--4oo rows) r H(XES. ENSUre: THE SOreR
’(1’S IN[ ANO AI)N[$ TO IX[ CONKCTOR 900Y.

S(X.DLrR IN[ (NTER PiN CAREFULLY. DO NOT GLr’f SOLO(R ON THE OLrISICE Of TN[ PiN.

FlU. TN[ [NO WITH 5CLIR. O0 NOT LEAVE A IK)IO.

SERAP THE ROaN FLUX OfF THE CENIER

4

2, ANTENNA LOCATION

WARNING: DO NOT ATEMPT TO MOUNT ANTENNA NEAR POWER LINES,

ANTENNA CONTACTING POWER LINES MAY BE HAZZARDOUS AND CAN CAUSE DEATH.

ff WU) I IN[ ONt.Y N[TAL OOJECT.
OTXER I’[NNk. UGi.ff POLES. GUT SURFACIS N(ARgY.

1tOII20NTLY lO N[I/ OJ[CT. IHIS DOES NOl INCLU IN[

oesIAUCIICK YCU MUST FI,ID A WAY TO MOLIWT THE N[NNA EITHER HIGHER

ANTENNA INSTALLATION

MINI1NG- IE kNIENNA [LEN[NIS (R00S) SHOUL0 8[ JIICaL.

MOUNIII MIH 8 WI IO 12’ RQO AT BSE 0i FNXE-. ELEMENTS

C0tl4 CABL( TO ANIENNA. ’TIGH](N CONN(CTOR BAJ[L FIRMLY ANO COAT (NTI
WlI’H .ICC RU60[IL
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